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Another chapter
in the history of
CETAC!

1968. The year it all began. CETAC has
been around for a long time. Before any
of the students in this magazine was even
born, there was CETAC.
Chalmers Engineering Trainee Appointment Committee, a long name for an organization with a long past. I think I speak

for all the members of CETAC when I say
that I am proud of the work we have done
in writing yet another chapter in the history of CETAC. The results of this year’s
eﬀorts you can read about in this magazine.
14 ambitious and greatly skilled students
from Chalmers University of Technology in
Sweden were brought together with com-

panies in diﬀerent places of the USA. The
outome was pure success. Employers more
than satisﬁed with the work done and CETAC members, well, read along and see
what they thought and experienced.
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Editor (CETAC 2005)
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Chalmers Energiforskningsanläggning
Kraftcentralen

Syftet med Kraftcentralen

- Bedriva forskning och utbildning
inom energi i samverkan med
Chalmersområdets energiförsörjning.
- Kostnaderna för verksamheten
skall ligga i nivå med normala
energikostnader för Chalmers
campus.
- Försörja Chalmers campus med
energi och vatten.

Krav på verksamheten

- Verksamheten skall kunna
bedriva högteknologisk forskning
och utbildning inom
energiomvandlingsområdet.

Anläggningen är avsedd för:
 Distributions- och produktionscentral av
energi för Chalmers området.
 Produktion av fjärrvärme i samverkan med
forskning och utbildning inom
förbränningsteknik.
 Produktion av fjärrkyla i samverkan med
forskning och utbildning inom kylteknik.
 Produktion av elenergi i kraftvärmeprocess.
 Produktion av tryckluft samt avjoniserat
vatten.
 Fördelning av högspänning till
Chalmersområdet.
 Testplats för småskaliga pilot-anläggningar
inom energiområdet.

- God tillgänglighet på
anläggningen. Både för forskning
och energiproduktionen.
- Kompetent driftpersonal.
- God kostnadsstyrning samt väl
planerad drift och underhåll.
Besöksadress:

Chalmers Tekniska Högskola
Chalmers Tvärgata 6
Tel: 031-63 25 00

- God forskarmiljö.

Vad gör vi på Kraftcentralen – Chalmers?

Chalmers kraftcentral försörjer Chalmersområdet campus med värme, el, tryckluft,
kyla, renvatten samt övriga centrala media. Kraftcentralen är en knutpunkt där alla
centrala mediasystem fördelas ut över området. Chalmers har ett värmebehov av
ca 30 000 Mwh värmeenergi med en toppeffekt av 17 Mw under en kall vinterdag.
Detta kan jämföras med ett mindre kommunalt fjärrvärmebolag. Försäljning och
leverans av fjärrvärme till Göteborgs fjärrvärmenät vid forskningsdrift gör det
möjligt att storskalig forskning kan bedrivas inom högskolan.

Årlig produktion och distribution
av
Värme / kyla / el / vatten





ca 30 000 Mwh fjärrvärme
ca 6 000 Mwh fjärrkyla
ca 36 000 Mwh el
ca 180 000 m3 kallvatten

Chalmers har också betydande kylbehov av ca 6 000 Mwh kyla med en toppeffekt av
3 Mw. Kyla produceras via el- och fjärrvärmedrivna kylmaskiner.

Bränsle, exempel på
årsförbrukning
Kol
Flis
Pellets
Olja
Rötslam/
Fiberslam
RT flis
Bark

200 – 2 000 ton
1 000 – 17 000 m3
100 – 2 000 m3
50 – 100 m3
100 – 500 ton
100 – 500 ton
100 – 500 ton

Värmeförsörjningen samt elproduktion görs via egna produktionsenheter som körs
tillsammans med forskning och utbildning inom energiområdet.

Schema över anläggningen

Anläggningsdata

P1 CFB-Panna hetvatten 8-12 Mw
P2 FB-Panna ånga 42 bar 425C 10 Mw
Turbingenerator 1 200 Kva
Absorptionskylmaskiner 3 st á 1 150 Kw
Högspänningsställverk för 12 Kv, 10 Mw

Avjoniserat vatten 25 m3/dygn
Kolvkylmaskin R134a 500 Kw
Testriggar för C02 försök, <100 Kw
Tryckluftskompressor 2 st, 18 m3/min, 7 bar

Vid Chalmers Tekniska Högskola bedrivs sedan flera år systematisk avancerad
forskning inom området förbränning i fluidiserad bädd. Forskningen samt
utbildningen bedrivs i nära samarbete med Akademiska Hus personal som ansvarar för
drift och underhåll av anläggningen.
Vid sidan om fluidbäddsforskningen bedrivs även forskning inom C02 utsläpp från
energiproduktionen samt utveckling av absorptionskylteknik.
Utöver direkta forskningsresultat har i Chalmers Kraftcentral byggts upp en betydande
kompetens vad gäller genomförande av fullskalig forskning i förbränningsteknik
tillsammans med vanlig energiförsörjning.
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JONAS UP IN
THE EMPIRE
STATE BUILDING.
CENTRAL PARK.
SKYSCRAPERS EVERYWHERE. Delis, musicals, electronic equipment
stores in every corner. Street joggers
having to stop every tenth meters.
Air-conditioners only out-louded
by the too fast driven yellow cabs.
Wall Street. Times Square. Empire
State Building. Are we in the center of the world or are we fooling
ourselves? CETAC in New York.
BEGINNING OF THE 20TH
CENTURY. One million,
or one quarter, of the
Swedish population left
the rocky soil in Sweden
for promises of a better
life in America. The ones
coming to Manhattan
were welcomed by the
friendly and grand sight
of the Statue of Liberty. Nowadays
the arrivals are welcomed by state
of the art-equipped security guards
hunting terrorists. Still friendly and
often grand, but perhaps a bit more
intimidating for someone used of
travelling between countries in the
European Union.

of days in the beautiful city. Afterwards we would scatter all over the
US to our diﬀerent job locations.
We all stayed at The American
Dream Hostel, a place run by the
mysterious Lou Barretto. Besides
CETAC and other groups of people staying at the hostel, there was
a permanent resident in one of the
rooms claiming he had been shot

F i r s t

w

Manh

ODD OBJECT FOUND ON STREET.

CETAC MEMBERS ON THE STREETS OF NEW YORK CITY.
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CETAC MEMBERS, full of expectations on what the summer would
turn out to be, arrived on JFK
airport, New York. We had gathered here for an ASF meeting, time
adjusting and to spend a couple

A SMOKEY SEWER.

in practically every body part and
had had cancer everywhere with
such passion you can only ﬁnd in
New York.
PASSION. A good word for the city
of New York. Perhaps the only real
city there is, making Gothenburg
feel like a small country village.
It is undoubtful the city which
has had most songs written about
it. It seems like every great musician with any dignity has to show
their love for the big apple. Dylan,
Cohen, Bono and even our own

HESAM ON A MUCH
APPRECIATED TOURIST
FERRY AROUND
MANHATTAN.

Christer Sjögren have all done it.
Some make whole albums where
every song topic can be traced back
to New York and the New Yorker
named Ryan Adams even made an
album where every song seemed to
take place on 23rd Street.
TOURIST ATTRACTIONS. We all
went to a couple. Being up in Em-

w e

ERIKA AND MATTIAS IN A NIGHTCLUB IN THE
MEATPACKING DISTRICT

our sister committee, had a meeting with the American-Scandinavian Foundation one of the days.
ASF has its oﬃces in the classy
and modern Scandinavia House
centrally located on Manhattan.
A house where there are, among
other things, exhibitions, lectures and concerts - always with a
Nordic theme. Deﬁnitiely worth
a visit, if not else then
for the Nordic restaurant where we had a
splendid lunch.

t a k e

hattan

NEW YORK BY NIGHT.
When you’re in the
city that never sleeps,
you never really want
to sleep. After days
By Simon Benjaminsson
ﬁlled with action, the
pire State Building, looking down nights take over. And some memoat the Manhattan skyscrapers, is in- rable nights there were. Of course,
deed an overwhelming view. Broad- everything costs its fair share of
way is the street where it never feels money in New York, restaurants
like you have been before and Ti- and nightlife are in no way excepmes Square could be the deﬁnition tions.
of future. The Brooklyn bridge, the
Statue of Liberty and the New York THE NEW YORK VISIT turned out
skyline. Unforgettable. And when to be a great success. Some of the
tired of the hustle and bustle of members spent the rest of the sumthe big city, Central Park, the lung mer in New York or close by, but
of New York, is the place to be for most of us went back to the airport
to continue our journey to other
some relaxation.
places.
CETAC AND THE USA COMMITTEE,

INSIDE THE GRAND CITY TERMINAL.

JOHAN WITH THE EMPIRE STATE BUILDING IN THE
BACKGROUND.

TOMAS DECIDED TO DOCUMENT SOME HEALTHY AMERICAN FOOD.
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Industrifonden investerar i framtiden
Industrifonden erbjuder tillväxtkapital, kompetens och nätverk

till framtidsföretag i hela Sverige. Med 25 års verksamhet och ett
förvaltat kapital på ca 3,5 miljarder
kronor är vi en av de största och
mest erfarna aktörerna på den
svenska riskkapitalmarknaden.
Industrifonden investerar i
små och medelstora företag som
vill växa. Vi erbjuder ﬂera olika
ﬁnansieringsformer – allt från
rena projektlån till ägarkapital.
Vi har en gedigen teknisk och
affärsmässig kompetens. Därför kan vi aktivt bidra till våra bolags utveckling, inte bara med kapital utan även med rådgivning och kunskap.
Telefon: 08-587 919 00 E-post: info@industrifonden.se

www.industrifonden.se

For the answer underneath use

the best on top
När du behöver gå till botten med dina packningsproblem, varför inte vända
sig till världsledaren på området? Dynapac har funnits i branschen i 70 år
och vi har i mer än 50 år lett utvecklingen inom Compaction & Paving. Det
gör att vi kan erbjuda högkvalitativa vältar, läggare och asfaltfräsar samt

SEK svarar för svensk medverkan i europeisk
och internationell standardisering på elområdet
Experter från tillverkare, användare, myndigheter och
provningsinstitutioner medverkar i utarbetandet av
tekniska regler som rationaliserar verksamhet under alla
stadier - från projektering till drift och underhåll - samt
underlättar handeln över gränserna.

extremt pålitlig lätt utrustning och betongutrustning. Vår djupa kunskap om
de problem du möter gör att vi kan bistå med jordnära råd om hur du når
optimala resultat för varje specifikt jobb. Dessutom ﬁnns vi alltid till hands
när du behöver service, support och reservdelar. För mer information, gå
till www.dynapac.com.

I allt väsentligt bedrivs standardiseringen på elområdet för
elektriska system och produkter i internationellt eller
europeiskt samarbete i IEC respektive CENELEC, i vilka
organ SEK är svensk medlem.
European
Committee for
Electrotechnical
Standardization

The full line supplie r

M E T S O D Y N A PA C AB, I N D U S T R I V Ä G E N 2. T E L . 0455 30 60 00. www.dynapac.com
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International
Electrotechnical
Commission

SEK, Svenska Elektriska Kommissionen
Box 1284, 164 29 Kista
tel 08-444 14 00, fax 08-444 14 30
e-post sek@sekom.se Internet: www.sekom.se

Vi bygger 1000 nya
charmiga bostäder, passa på.
(alingsas.se)
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Mohammad Saleki
Mack Trucks, Inc.

MY TWO MANAGERS AT MACK TRUCKS LOBBY, FROM LEFT JOHN DOUB, ME AND KURT CULBERTSON.

When I ﬁrst heard about CETAC...
...I COULDN’T DREAM THAT IT WOULD CHANGE MY LIFE
FOREVER! IT ALL STARTED WITH ONE OF MY FRIENDS
TELLING ME ABOUT CETAC AND OF COURSE, THE
STORIES I HEARD FROM HIM GOT ME INTERESTED. ONE
THING LED TO ANOTHER AND I’M SITTING HERE IN
HAGERSTOWN, WRITING ABOUT IT. OBVIOUSLY EVERYTHING WENT WELL AND I WAS SET TO BE A TRAINEE
STUDENT IN THE U.S.
After months of anticipation and
hard work with selling ads, the
departure ﬁnally was a fact. When
we were all waiting to board the
airplain at Landvetter Airport, everything still felt unbelievable. A million thoughts were ﬂying through
my mind and I was proud to be one
of the lucky students who got the
Mohammad Saleki
Age
24
Majoring in
Electrical Engineering
Best U.S. experience
Making a lifelong friend
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opportunity to be a trainee student
in the US.
David Nordström, a Z-student,
and I were going to work at Mack
Trucks. Before leaving for the U.S.
David called me up to arrange for
us to take the same bus from New
York to Hagerstown. We were going
to live together during our Trainee
period so we met and got to know
each other. On June 8th we arrived
to Hagerstown where a nice lady by
the name Anne Macmillan came to
pick us up. She then drove us down
to this big beautiful house that we
were going to live in. Everything
was beyond all expectations and it
seemed like things were just getting
better and better. The next morning
Anne came to pick us up since arrangement for our car wasn’t made
yet. I remember the ride as it was

yesterday. I had a million butterﬂies
in my stomach.
The projects I was supposed to be
involved in were mainly truck and
engine testing. As my manager Kurt
Culbertson explained, his goals with
my stay at Mack was for me to get
an insight of the engineering world
and to gain somewhat bigger understanding of diesel engines in trucks.
I did my tasks as I was told, but sometimes I had very little to do.

”...the goal with
my stay at Mack
was for me to
get an insight of
the engineering
world...”
That’s when my other manager John
Doub decided that I should do some
extra out of work tasks tailored by
him. One of my smaller projects
from John was to understand and
create a small neural network. He
thought that this would be a good

complementary to my other tasks.
In an engine control unit, which
is the heart of an engine, there are
some neural networks applied. For
instance if a sensor fails, the truck
shouldn’t just stop and break down.
The main thing of course is to get
a new sensor but until you do,
you need something that simulates
a sensor and provides the engine
control unit with the proper input.
That’s where a neural network comes in. It gives you an output into
the engine control unit depending
on some still working sensor inputs.
The results are within a 4% range of
the real value and the system is artiﬁcial. It was truly fascinating for me
to get familiar with these advance
systems since I’ve always had a thing
for artiﬁcial intelligence.
After some time they trusted me
enough to put me on more demanding projects. There was a strange
sensor failure and in a worst case
scenario, it could cause the whole
engine to fail. My job was to understand why it reset. I gathered
some test equipments and set everything up in our lab. I wanted

WE’RE TRYING OUT OUR ACTING SKILLS AND AS YOU SE HESAM IS GOOD COP AND I’M BAD COP.

AT THE FAMOUS STAIRS ON RODEO DRIVE RIGHT BY THE HOUSE OF VERSACE
to recreate the failure in a lab environment so that we might understand the problem better. After
weeks of testing and meetings with
diﬀerent people we ﬁnally got the
hang of it. It was primarily a software problem that we had a good
chance of ﬁxing. Often when you
ﬁx a problem or at least understand
the problem it gives you a satisfaction of some kind, but the satisfaction for me was to work with the
nice people at Mack. They all spent
time and energy to make me feel
welcome.
I got the best treatment imaginable during my time at Mack Truck.
Everyone was nice and helpful and
gave me the opportunity to expand
my horizons. I’ve learned a lot about
diesel engines both theoretically
and practically. I’ve understood the
reasons and the importance of continuous improvement, which is the
key to success and quality assurance.
As an engineer at Mack, I’ve got the
sense of working on diﬀerent projects and therefore improved my
ability to solve problems.

It has been an honor for me to work
for managers like Kurt Culbertson
and John Doub. They’ve given me
the chance to grow as a person and
as an engineer. It’s always easier to
do a good job when you have great
co-workers and managers.

”I would like to
thank the companies that supported CETAC
and made this
dream come
true...”
Even though they’re wrestling big
guys all day long, they always seem
to ﬁnd time for the little guy, which
in this case was me. During my time
here, I’ve also made a lot of friends
but most importantly, contacts for
the future in a country that has
endless opportunities for success.
Altogether it feels like I’ve gained
great memories and experiences to

carry with me through my entire
lifetime.
During my time in Hagerstown
I got really good friends with two
other guys who I actually met in a
local bar. These guys showed me the
best time and they always included
me in their plans. I tried to use my
spare time to do as much sightseeing
as possible. Along with my friends I
made a few trips to Washington DC
to see the White house and all the
other famous monuments. DC has
some great restaurants and the best
thing about it is that you can ﬁnd
food from all around the world.
Overall, my experiences of DC were
satisfying enough to encourage trips
back when the possibility reoccurs.
My stay in the US was rounded oﬀ
with a west coast road trip along
with three of my close friends. We
rented a car and drove from San
Francisco to Las Vegas, the city of
sin, and ironically ﬁnished it oﬀ
in Los Angeles, the city of angels. During our trip, I had a great
time but I also learned a lot about
myself. It was without a doubt my

best vacation yet. The pictures and
obviously the memories will luckily
stay with me forever.
I would like to thank the companies that supported CETAC 2004
and made this dream come true for
all of us. I also want to thank Anne
Macmillan for the preparations for
my arrival at Mack and all the help
with everything else. Big thanks to
my managers Kurt Culbertson and
John Doub who are truly extraordinary people with a lot of potential.
Finally, thanks to all the nice people
at Mack Trucks who made my days
much more fun.
Mack Trucks, Inc.
Employees
~1500
Hosting Trainees
2004
Business Area
Powertrain Division
www.macktrucks.com
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Hygiene and comfort
– that´s our business.
Incontinence products give users
greater freedom and independence.
Baby diapers make life easier for
parents. Feminine products ensure
comfort and security for the active
woman of today. And Tissue
products contribute to improved
hygiene at home, at work and
in the community.
Our mission is to improve
quality of life, throughout life.
www.scahygieneproducts.com

SCA Hygiene Products is a part of the SCA Group and one of Europe’s leading manufacturers
of hygiene products for Consumer, Away From Home and Incontinence use. SCA Hygiene Products
had sales in 2000 of 3.8 billion Euro and is operating in more than 40 countries worldwide.

Tranemo är landet när det är som bäst!
Näringslivet i Tranemo präglas av
läget i Sjuhäradsbygden och av att vi
gränsar mot Småland. Här ﬁnns många
framgångsrika företag som använder
ny teknik i sin produktion och som
har en avancerad utveckling av sina
produkter.

Många av dessa företag behöver din kompetens
för att möta morgondagens utmaningar!

Vill Du veta mer? Ring oss gärna!
Tranemo kommun tel 0325-790 00, fax 0325-771 32
14 TRAINEE REPORT
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Nytänkare inom informationsöverföring
www.stralfors.com

• Hydro Aluminium AB levererar gjutna
aluminium-detaljer till svensk fordonsindustri. Stor
och specialiserad kompetens inom beredning och
tillverkning av detaljer i aluminiumlegeringar.
• Certiﬁerade enligt SS-EN-ISO 9001, ISO 14001
och QS 9000.
Hydro Aluminium Fundo AB,
Box 55, 673 22 CHARLOTTENBERG
Tel. 0571-283 00, Fax 0571-283 75,
e-mail:info@fundoab.se, www.fundoab.se

Har du kunder?
Då skall du få en bok av mig,
Gratis!

Testa oss!

Världens största företag i sin bransch
har nyligen uppdragit åt oss att producera
en glad, lättfattlig illustrerad blädderbok
med ett angeläget budskap.
Du får ett exemplar ur den produktionen!

Klimat & Vibration

Vi gör böcker för våra kunder –
Glada, kloka, kvicka. Info med eftertanke.
Kunden bestämmer budskap, format,
upplaga och budget. Vi producerar och
levererar, skräddarsytt!

Givare & Komponenter

Maila beställningen av din gratisbok;
ove@ove-tornqvist.se
Ove Törnqvist AB
Box 201 99 161 02 Bromma
tel 0708 29 85 05, fax 08 4464205

EMC & HF

Högspänning & Elsäkerhet

PROXITRON AB

Box 324, 591 24 MOTALA • Tel 0141-580 00 • Fax 0141-584 95
www.proxitron.se
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Mattias Abelsson
Nor-Cal Products

THIS IS ME IN MY CUBICLE TESTING THE CALIBRATION PROGRAM ON A PRESSURE CONTROLLER.

Dude, Where’s My Car?
ONE MIGHT BELIEVE THAT SPENDING A SUMMER IN SAN
DIEGO IN SUNNY CALIFORNIA WOULD IMPLY EXCESSIVE
TANNING AND SURFING. THIS HOWEVER WAS NOT THE
CASE FOR ME. HAD I BEEN HAVING A CAR, MAYBE IT
WOULD HAVE BEEN, BUT LIVING ONLY ABOUT 4 MILES
FROM NOR-CAL PRODUCTS INC., MY EMPLOYER FOR
THE SUMMER OF 2004, I GOT MYSELF A BICYCLE.
Doing quite a lot of jogging also, I
do not think I have ever gotten this
much exercise during the summer
ever before. As the summer went
by, I had to rely on friends I met to
get around seeing things. I am very
grateful to these people.
I rented a room at a nice couple’s
place in a calm neighborhood. The
Mattias Abelsson
Age
24
Majoring in
Engineering Physics
Best U.S. experience
A road trip through the
Southwest, featuring Las Vegas
and Grand Canyon.
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fact that it was located next to the
crossing of two freeways did not
bother me to any large extent. I
really felt like home and Monica
and Deon helped me with whatever
I might have needed. I wish them
the best of luck with their recent addition to the family. I hope to see
them again soon.
San Diego has a lot to oﬀer ranging from sports events to nature
experiences. Of course I visited the
world famous Sea World featuring
the amazing killer whale Shamu’s
show. San Diego also has a fantastic
zoo, which is one of few zoos that
has been able to breed the Giant
Panda in captivity. It was a great privilege to see these big, cuddly and
clumsy creatures. San Diego Zoo
also owns the Wild Animal Park
which is a huge area containing
animals living in hot areas from

all over the world.
San Diego is located about 170
kilometers south of Los Angeles. I
spent the fourth-of-July weekend in
L.A. together with CETAC friends
Gustav, Hans and Tomas. Staying
in the highly polluted Hollywood
area, we did not get to see many ﬁreworks because of all the smog, but
still it was a sparkling weekend.

learned the rules by watching games on TV, I learned to appreciate
the game. Then watching the San
Diego Padres defeat the Los Angeles
Dodgers at the newly built Petco
ballpark became one of the most
memorable moments of the summer.

In three days we squeezed in Mulholland Drive, Beverly Hills, Bel
Air, Rodeo Drive, Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood Walk of Fame on
Hollywood Boulevard and Santa
Monica- and Huntington Beach;
in short some of the must-sees and
more.

The temperature in the San Diego
area makes a lot of these things possible. I can tell you without lying
that I did not have a single day of
rain in San Diego during my whole
three-month stay. Of course I did
spend some time at some of all the
beaches San Diego has to oﬀer. I
stayed about 10 kilometers from
the huge Mission and Paciﬁc beaches. Just north from San Diego,
in Del Mar, my supervisor, Sr. Product Manager Per Cederstav lives.
This town oﬀered a beautiful beach
on which I tried out some body
boarding. It was great fun once you
managed to catch the waves. It also
made you realize surﬁng is not as
easy as it looks.

Being a European, baseball was not
one of my favorite sports before
coming to San Diego. But having

As I mentioned earlier, hanging
out at the beaches was not my main
occupation. Work actually took up

”...baseball was
not one of my
favorite sports
before coming
to San Diego...”

A TYPICAL CALIFORNIA VIEW, HERE SANTA MONICA BEACH IN LOS ANGELES.

ALL MY COLLEGUES IN SAN DIEGO, PER, SEAN, EMMANUEL, DAVID,
BILL, RENÉ, JOHN, BOB AND LUKAS. THE ONLY ONE MISSING IS
RICK, HERE REPRESENTED BY ONE OF HIS ELECTRIC GUITARS.
most of my time during the week.
Nor-Cal Products Inc. is a leading
supplier of vacuum equipment to
the semiconductor, compound
semiconductor, thin ﬁlm coating
and UHV research markets. The
production is located at the corporate headquarters in Yreka at the
very northern end of California. A
big part of Nor-Cal’s sales comes
from custom made systems. The
department located in San Diego
is mostly occupied with R&D for
downstream pressure control in
vacuum chambers used in the semiconductor industry. There was some
turnover of staﬀ during my stay but
we were around ten employees in
total.
In the beginning of the summer I
was busy with various testing projects. I got to know and learn about
the Intellisys™ Pressure Control products, which perform downstream
pressure control for high vacuum
chambers. I set up a couple of test
stands which were to run for several
months, testing the endurance and
reliability of the product.

What I became more and more involved with was the development of
Nor-Cal’s automatic calibration system. This was made with LabVIEW,
a G-programming language, which
I had only dealt with shortly in one
of my university classes. As the summer went on, I made quite a progress and we decided to add more
and more features.

”I hope that
what I provided
will be useful to
Nor-Cal in the
future”
The ﬁnal program not only calibrates the device, but also sets various
control parameters and uploads
software automatically based on the
selection of model and customer.
The main idea was to minimize the
human-factor errors by removing as
many manual steps as possible.
In addition to making the program
more easily operable I managed to
improve the accuracy of the cali-

ONE OF MANY BREATHTAKING STUNTS PERFORMED BY THE
KILLER WHALE SHAMU AND HIS TRAINERS AT SEA WORLD.
bration process itself and also save
information digitally from the calibration for future inspections.
During my stay, I got to go on two
business trips to the main headquarters in Yreka. This town was the
complete opposite of San Diego. It
is a typical American small-town located far from beaches with crystal
clear air. The surrounding nature is
breathtaking with high snow- and
forest covered mountains as far as
the eye can see. Most spectacular is
the 14,162 feet high dormant volcano Mount Shasta. I thank Sean
Casarotti for taking me trekking
in the mountains of the Klamath
National Forest, where I had a close
encounter with the great feared
rattle snake.
The ﬁrst trip to Yreka was mostly
for orientation around the facilities
and make sure what I was developing in San Diego was compatible
with the equipment used in Yreka.
On the second visit, the last few
details were adjusted. When leaving
Yreka this time, appropriately the
day before my very last day at Nor-

Cal this summer, the program was
as good as ready to be taken into
operation. I hope that what I provided will be useful to Nor-Cal in
the future.
I could not have ended up in a better place. I felt welcome from day
one and the composition of the
group suited me perfectly. I got a
100% support whenever I needed.
This has been one of the best and
most developing experiences of my
life and who knows; maybe I will
end up at Nor-Cal sometime in the
future again. However if I do; I’ll
get myself a car!
Nor-Cal Products Inc.
Employees
~200
Hosting Trainees
2001, 2004
Business Area
Supplier of vacuum equipment.
www.n-c.com
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El i uttaget, vatten i kranen och värme i huset.
Vi producerar, distribuerar och säljer energi.
Och Mälarenergi Stadsnät ger tillgång
till ett öppet stadsnät.
Välkommen till oss på www.malarenergi.se

Box 14, 721 03 Västerås e-post: post@malarenergi.se
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Johan Wikstrand
TSi Power Corp.

THIS IS ME OUTSIDE MY HOUSE DRESSED UP IN MY GREEN BAY PACKERS GEAR.

Gone country in Antigo
LEAVING MANHATTAN, NEW YORK AND ENTERING
AMERICA’S DAIRY LAND WISCONSIN WAS INDEED A GREAT CHANGE. BEFORE THE PLANE LANDED IN CENTRAL
WISCONSIN AIRPORT YOU COULD REALLY TELL THAT
THIS WAS ONE OF THE MORE RURAL PARTS OF AMERICA. WIDE SITES OF CORNFIELDS, POTATO FIELDS AND
FORESTS WERE ALL I COULD SEE. ONE YEAR OF HARD
WORK FOR CETAC FINALLY PAID OFF; I HAD REACHED
THE STATE OF WISCONSIN!
During the ﬁrst evening in Antigo
I was invited to my boss’ home for
dinner. I don’t think that I’ll ever
forget that dinner. The food and
wine was just amazing, and my boss
Peter Nystrom and his wife Viveka
really made me feel welcome. But
Johan Wikstrand
Age
23
Majoring in
Engineering Physics
Best U.S. experience
The hospitality and the
generosity of all the wonderful
people I’ve come to know.
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this wasn’t all. After the dinner, Peter
drove me out to the next nice surprise, my house! They hade actually
arranged for me to live in my own
little house ﬁve miles outside central Antigo. This was far more than
I had expected. The house reminded
me a lot of my family’s summer cottage back in Arvika, Sweden. This
instantly made me feel at home. I
fell asleep like a baby that night.
My ﬁrst day in Antigo couldn’t have
been better.
The next day was my ﬁrst day at
work. The company I work for is
called TSi Power Corporation. It
was founded back in 1986 and was
bought up from Atlanta by Peter
Nystrom in 1998. TSi’s main area
of business is Power Protection

Products. To name some of the products they make there’s UPS (Uninterruptible Power Systems), ILC
(Isolated Line Conditioner), VRP
(Voltage Regulation Precision) just
to name a few. Although TSi is one
of the smaller actors in a strongly
competitive market, they’re doing
successful business worldwide on a
daily basis.

”Making new
contacts and
friends has not
been a problem
at all around
here...”
I think what I did the ﬁrst day at
work gives you a pretty good idea of
what it is like working at TSi. I had
brought the charger to my MDplayer to ask Peter about how it
would work in the USA. The discu-

ssion carried into in my ﬁrst project.
My task was to build a product that
would boost the American 120 V up
to 230 V, which my charger needed.
At the end of the day I was done
with the construction and it worked
perfectly! I really enjoyed this and it
quickly made me realize how close
TSi’s business and my own personal
interests were.
Since that day I’ve been working
with a variety of things. To mention some, I’ve been starting up a
CE standardization project, which
is needed to sell products to the European countries. Another project
that I’m currently working on is to
try to ﬁnd a new vendor for the heat
sink in the VRP. This project has involved everything from doing measurements and drawings to calling
vendors and see if they can meet
our needs. Then a great part of my
work has been to help out the other
employees in the production. I have
really learned a lot from this

THIS IS ME TESTING AN ILC-1800 AT TSI.

experience!
Generally speaking, Antigo is a
quiet little agricultural town located in what people call the north
woods. It has got some 8000 inhabitants. The three biggest characteristics of Antigo would probably be
potatoes, corn and hunting. Some
people warned me about Antigo’s
size and location before I went here.
They didn’t want me to expect it to
be like the big cities. But I grew up
in a town that doesn’t have more
than some 5000 inhabitants, so I
knew that I would be ﬁne and that
I would probably like it. And this
was indeed true; I really like it here
in Antigo.
One thing that struck me early
was how friendly and generous
everyone is in Antigo. Making new
contacts and friends has not been a
problem at all around here. All the
people that I’ve met here have been

so nice and friendly to me. I’ve been
invited to dinners and trips almost
every week since I came here. I
think that is what has made my visit
here so pleasant.
During my free time there has
been loads of nice activities going
on. This is very much because of the
twins Lon and Lance Barske, two

”I have really
learned a lot
from this
experience!”
guys that I got to know through my
job at TSi. They’ve invited me to
camping trips, football evenings, 4
wheel driving at their family’s farm
etc. I’ve had so much fun with these
two crazy guys, their family and
their friends.

Since my boss Peter lent me a car
I’ve also been able to see some of
the bigger cities in the USA. On
my 23rd birthday I traveled down
to Kansas City where I met another
CETAC student and celebrated bigtime. Later in the summer my sister
and her boyfriend came to visit. We
made a road trip down to Chicago
and then up to Madison, the capital of Wisconsin. Right now a good
friend from Sweden is here visiting.
Last week we traveled to Minneapolis and saw my favorite band Dream
Theater play live. I had bought
backstage tickets and met my biggest idols after the concert. This was
a big dream coming true for me and
I’ll never forget that night.
My time here in the USA has given me so much. I’ve learnt a lot
about the American culture, society
and law. My knowledge in power
electronics engineering and how to
run a small company within that

branch has also improved but most
important I’ve made so many good
friends. The list of people I’d like to
thank would be too long for this
article, but I would like to express
my profound gratitude to the entire
staﬀ at TSi, all the families within
the big Barske clan, Augustyns and
Lawtons. You have all helped to
make my stay here one of the best
times in my life.

TSi Power Corp.
Employees
11
Hosting Trainees
2003, 2004
Business Area
Designing and manufacturing of
power protection products
www.tsipower.com
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GET INSIDE THE WORLD’S
MOST EXCITING INDUSTRY
Check out one of the fastest growing
business regions in Northern Europe.
If you are business minded, there are a few things you
should know about the Göteborg Region. More than
50 percent of Scandinavia’s total industrial capacity is
located within a 300-kilometre radius of Göteborg. The
city has four science and technology parks and 50.000
students enrolled at the Göteborg University and
Chalmers University of Technology. And last but not
least, the Göteborg Region has the
largest port in Scandinavia. Sounds
like a place for you to grow? Visit
our website.

At Volvo Aero, you can work on
the leading edge of aerospace
technology development.
More important, you can build
your career in a company that is
big enough to work with world
leaders, yet small enough that
you will make a difference.
We work on the inside, close
to each customer that we serve.
You can too. Click on ‘Career’
at www.volvoaero.com

www.businessregion.se

Nanoscale Science
and Technology
Datalösningar för företag och
människor
med branschvana sedan 1976

- a Chalmers International
Master's Programme

The Nanoscale Science and Technology programme
is tailored for students aiming at international careers
in research and development in the field of
nano/microdevice physics, design, and fabrication.

Ergodata AB
031 - 720 67 00
www.ergodata.se
ergo@ergodata.se
Vassa systemlösningar kräver rätt
skärpa i både verktyg och hjärna
- användarvänlig - Delphi - trygghet - Unix - Oracle - C/C++ - helhetssyn - Ruby - kompetens - SQL - Java - databaser - COM+ - Linux - förankring - Apache - Windows - återanvändning - XML - Solaris - respekt - funktionalitet - industrisystem - nytänkande -
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Essential for nanotechnology is the clean room environment. The students within
the program get hands-on experience from nano/microdevice fabrication in the
2
1000m Cleanroom Process Laboratory at MC2, Chalmers.
See ww w,mc2.chalmers.se.

The program consists of a backbone of compulsory courses
(23cu), elective part (17cu), and Master of Science Thesis (20cu),
which results in individual scientific profiles.
Some of the elective courses provide a fast track
for further graduate studies in Physics.

For more information
www.chalmers.se/masters.html.

ELEKTRA-programmet stödjer elkraftteknisk forskning

ABB, Elforsk (elföretagens gemensamma forskningsbolag) och
Energimyndigheten driver gemensamt ett elkrafttekniskt
forskningsprogram benämnt ELEKTRA. Programmet omfattar såväl
traditionella krafttekniska frågeställningar såsom elkrafttekniska
material och elmotordrifter som tillämpning av ny kunskap från andra
områden, till exempel informationsteknologi, bioteknologi,
rymdvetenskaper, komplexa system mm.
Programmet finansierar för närvarande ca 45 forskarstuderande på ett
antal institutioner på CTH, KTH, LTH, MdH och Uppsala Universitet.
Avsikten är att långsiktigt stärka konkurrenskraften hos elföretag och
tillverkande industri, och samverkan mellan industri och
forskarstuderande stimuleras.
Programmet beviljar också stipendier för elkraftteknologer för att täcka
de merkostnader som uppstår vid examensarbete utomlands, speciellt
inom det elkrafttekniska området.
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Erika Sundén
Cornell University

Ithaca, a new place to call home
THE OMVPE-FACILITY (ORGANO-METALLIC VAPOR PHASE
EPITAXY) IS A LAB IN THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY. IT IS SITUATED
NEAR THE TOMPKINS COUNTY AIRPORT OUTSIDE OF ITHACA, NY AND RUN BY PROFESSOR J. RICHARD SHEALY.
Professor Shealy’s research group at
the lab does semiconductor crystal
growth, in particular the growth of
Gallium Nitride (GaN). This can
be used in high power microwave
transistors and circuits as well as
optoelectronics. The most common
compound semiconductor in use
today is Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)
due to its good optical properties,
high mobility and high electron saturation velocity. However, there is
signiﬁcant interest in wide band gap
compound semiconductors such as
Erika Sundén
Age
24
Majoring in
Engineering Physics
Best U.S. experience
Experiencing an alternative
America, and sailing in the
Caribbean of course.
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GaN, which unlike GaAs is applicable in the blue and ultraviolet
wavelength regions as well for high
power/temperature electronics.
So this was where I, a physics
student who had only very basic
knowledge of electrical devices,
was going to spend my summer. As
one could imagine, I was very nervous and worried about if I would
be able to do anything useful to
help with their research. The area
I ended up getting involved in was
the characterization of LED’s (Light
Emitting Diodes). Prof. Shealy’s
group has been attempting to fabricate a novel type of high eﬃciency
GaN LED which would probably
have an unusual far-ﬁeld radiation
pattern.
My task was to write an automated
computer program that would measure the light-intensity given out by
the diode in a grid of measurementpoints. To do this I needed a light
detector that was connected to the

computer and a set of motors that
could move the light detector in
small steps over the grid. But before
all of this could be done I needed to
learn how to programme!
My experience with computer programming before I came to Cornell
had been very limited. After an introductory class in Pascal in High
School I had made up

”A valuable experience for me
was to learn
more about
how scientiﬁc
research is conducted...”
my mind that this was not for me,
and this mindset had followed me
to University where I had taken a
short class of Java-programming. So
when I found out that I was now
going to programme in C++, I got a
little anxious! Luckily the grad-students at the lab, Richard Thompson
and Thomas Prunty, were very understanding and gave me a couple
of books on how to program C++
and time to go through it from the

beginning. After about a week of
practising I felt conﬁdent enough to
get on with my assignment.
The ﬁrst step of the project was
interfacing the computer to a
p-I-n photodiode detector to measure light intensity. This turned out
not to be a simple task but Rich
came to the rescue many times
during the process. After struggling
with the graphical output and user
interface for a while, it was time to
start with programming the motors
that would move the light-detector.
They were controlled by a separate
motor control unit which I needed
to interface with the computer and
my program. Fortunately this came
with a C++-interface so all I had to
do was put the two pieces together.
Then I just had to put it all together
in my program to measure and plot
the data. By the time all of this was
done my time at Cornell was up!
But my time at Cornell was not all
programming. A more valuable experience for me was the opportunity
to learn more about how scientiﬁc
research is conducted in general and
the characteristics of semiconductors and their practical usage in particular, a ﬁeld which I want to learn
more about. Tom turned out to be
an excellent teacher with pati-

ME AND LUDVIG ON THE MAID OF MIST AT NIAGRA FALLS.

ME AT WORK WITH MY ALMOST FINISHED LIGHT-INTENSITYMEASURING PROGRAMME.
ence like a clergyman when he had
to repeat himself to me, over and
over again.
Ithaca, where Cornell University is
situated, has approximately 40.000
inhabitants, where about half of
them are students at Cornell University or Ithaca College. This shows
itself in all the bars, restaurants and
activities the town has to oﬀer. I and
another CETAC-trainee, Ludvig,
shared an apartment with two PhDstudents right in the centre of Collegetown, an area of Ithaca close to
Cornell and packed with students.
I was very pleased when I found an
all-vegetarian restaurant, ABC café,
right across the street from our house. The food-situation was solved
for the summer! And after eating
dinner, a popular bar during the
summers, the Chapter House, was
only a door away. Ludvig, Tom and
I spent many nights there shooting
pool, throwing darts and my least
favourite, playing foosball. After a
summer of watching and playing
this game, I still haven’t been won
over!

The surroundings of Ithaca also
had lots to oﬀer. Its location close
to Cayuga Lake, one of the Finger
Lakes, and numerous gorges carved
by water running down from the
campus area to the lake make it a
beautiful place just to walk around.
To have a waterfall to swim in just
a 10-minutes walk away from my
house is a luxury I am not used to.
The area also has plenty of National
Parks with very pretty trails.

”To have a waterfall to swim
in just a 10-minutes walk away
is a luxury I am
not used to”
About a 4 hour drive away from
Ithaca is Niagara Falls, a town
known, of course, for its magniﬁcent waterfall. I had the good fortune to be invited to go there with
my room-mate Ludvig and his
“host-parents” from his time as an
exchange-student in Florida. It was

THE BIG CLOCK-TOWER AT THE CORNELL
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS.
a great day with perfect weather and
LOTS of water. With lunch on the
American side, a trip on the Maid
of Mist and dinner on the Canadian
side, we were pretty content with
our day when we left for Ithaca later
that night.
If you take your car in the opposite direction from Ithaca and drive
for a little bit longer, you’ll end up
in New York City. That’s exactly
what we did one weekend in July.
Our friend Calle had just had his
24th birthday, and we thought that
would be the perfect opportunity
to congratulate him and get to see
a little more of The Big Apple. Of
course, a weekend is a short time to
take in all of NYC, but we managed
to squeeze in a day at Jones Beach,
Long Island, two nights out on the
town and a lazy Sunday strolling
down 6th Avenue.
Not quite as far away is a little town
called Corning. Corning might not
have all the excitements of NYC,
but it does have Corning Museum
of Glass! As a glassblower at heart
(a dream I’ve had since I was about

5 years old), it was really fun to walk
through the history of glassmaking
and at the end get to watch the professionals actually blow glass-bowls.
Finally, I would like to thank some
of the people that has helped make
my summer in Ithaca great! Professor Dick Shealy who brought
me over to Cornell and made this
summer possible, my room-mate
Ludvig for all the fun times (and
for doing practically all the housework), Rich for being so patient
with all my computer problems and
Tom for all the nights out and the
great times. Thank you all!
Cornell University
Employees
20 000
Hosting Trainees
Every year since 1995
Business Area
Education & Research
www.ece.cornell.edu
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AN ULTRA BROADBAND
UPCONVERTER CIRCUIT
Audun Tengs, Marie Forsberg, Stefan Johansson, Johan Lingsten and Johan Ståhl
Ericsson Microwave Systems AB, SE-431 84 Mölndal, Sweden
DESCRIPTION
An ultra broadband upconverter MMIC has been designed, realized and measured using a 0.25 µm PHEMT process on GaAs.
It contains a switch, ampliﬁers, a step attenuator, ﬁlters, and mixer. The block diagram and layout for MUSIC is shown in
ﬁgure 1. The input signal, selectable using a switch, is ampliﬁed and converted from 2-12 GHz to 18-8 GHz. An attenuator
is used to increase the dynamic range of the circuit. The work was part of a CEPA project called MIMOSA (2000-2003) with
an overall aim to develop low cost compact modules for a wide range of applications such as radars, electronic warfare and
military communications.

Block diagram (left) & layout of MUSIC (right)

RESULTS
Measured performance, summarized in Table 1, shows full functionality and that most of the target speciﬁcations were met,
with an overall gain better than 30 dB and with a noise ﬁgure of 5 dB. There is, however, a gain variation that is larger than
target (Figure 2). The main reason was a larger gain variation than simulated for the ampliﬁers.
For the second iteration, apart from minor corrections and the adding of level shifters (marked “4” in ﬁgure 1), one of the two
wafers was passivated with BCB (Bisbenzo-Cyclobuten) to improve the reliability of the circuit. This resulted in a somewhat
lower gain and higher noise ﬁgure for the complete chip. Measured performance on the sub-circuits showed only small differences with and without BCB. Highly accelerated stress tests on chips with and without BCB showed a considerable improvement in reliability for the passivated circuits.

With BCB

No BCB

Measured gain of MUSIC second iteration.

Parameter

Target

Frequency in [GHz]
Frequency out [GHz]
Noise ﬁgure [dB]
Gain [dB]
Gain control [dB]
P1dB (input, dBm)

2 - 12
18 - 8
<6
33 ± 4
30 ± 2
> -38 or -8

Measured
performance
at 0dB att.
2 - 12
18 - 8
4,4 - 5,7
23 - 40
30 ± 0,5
> -34

Measured
performance
at 30dB att.
2-12
18 - 8
-6 - 9,5
30 ± 0,5
> 6,5

Results for MUSIC second iteration.
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Jonas Leissner
Odin Telesystems Inc.

WHEN I VISITED MY OLD FRIEND JOHAN IN WISCONSIN, I ALSO FOUND A NEW FRIEND: GOOD OLD BARNEY!

A Cool Summer In Dallas
ODIN TELESYSTEMS INC WAS FOUNDED IN 1993 AND
NOW HAS EIGHT EMPLOYEES. THE COMPANY IS LOCATED IN RICHARDSON, NORTH OF DALLAS AND DESIGN
AND DEVELOP TELECOM ADAPTER BOARDS. THESE
BOARDS ARE NORMALLY NOT SOLD DIRECTLY TO THE
USERS, BUT TO OTHER COMPANIES THAT ADD THEIR
OWN SOFTWARE TO THEM.
However, Odin creates software
too, like the drivers for the boards.
About half of the staﬀ work with
the engineering part and the others
with marketing and customer relations.
I myself took part in two main projects during my eight weeks at Odin
Telesystems. One of them involved
Jonas Leissner
Age
24
Majoring in
Engineering Physics
Best U.S. experience
Birthday dinner at the lovely
Mexican restaurant Baja 600.
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some programming in the C language and had the purpose of making
certain error messages more understandable to the user. This really
required more reading of the code,
than actually writing my own, but
I still found it to be a good experience, since reading and trying to
understand code normally stands
for a big part of a programmer’s
everyday life. The other thing I
did was a graphic project, the aim
of which was to develop new marketing material for Odin. Photoshop was a good friend of mine in
accomplishing this. Another good
friend was Jeannette, the lady who
had created our marketing material
earlier and also designed our web
site. Although she didn’t work for
Odin any longer, she gladly gave
me lots of useful feedback to all the
ideas I had. I also did minor changes to Odin’s web site, but conside-

ring the amount of work needed for
this, it’s hardly worth mentioning.
The reason I still mention it, is that
I want to give you an idea of how
ﬂexible the working environment
was. Hanz Johansson, my boss, was
really concerned about ﬁnding the
right projects for me and that the
training should be mutually beneﬁcial, i.e. valuable to both me and
the company.

”Hanz really
concerned about
ﬁnding the right
projects for me,
and that the
training should
be mutually beneﬁcial...”
Hanz was not only my boss, but
also a great friend. A few days af-

ter my arrival, he lent me a bike so
that we could both participate in a
55 miles bike ride north of Dallas.
That was a really interesting morning, partly because we had had a
company “pique-nique” the night
before and partly because I haven’t
been cycling any longer distances in
years. I was really tired in the end,
but somehow managed to complete
the ride, which was also a shocking
introduction to the Texan heat. As
you might have ﬁgured out already
- the title of this report, “A cool
summer…”, is a little ironical. The
temperature seldom dropped below
25 Celcius, although the Texans
considered this summer to be unusually cold!
On one of my ﬁrst weekends, I
did some cruising in the southern
parts of Texas, where I among other
things climbed the Enchanted Rock
and celebrated 4th of July together
with some very nice Native Americans. As a general impression,
I must admit that the Americans

SOME OF MY FELLOW WORKERS AT ODIN TELESYSTEMS INC. THEY
ARRANGED A FAREWELL LUNCH FOR ME THE DAY I LEFT. I MISS
THEM ALREADY AND HOPE TO RETURN TO DALLAS SOME DAY.

JOHAN AND I IN KANSAS CITY - CITY OF FOUNTAINS. WE SHARED
A BOTTLE OF THE DELICIOUS SWEDISH DRINK ”BÄSKA DROPPAR”,
IN ORDER TO REALLY CELEBRATE HIS 23RD BIRTHDAY.

AT WORK. NOT ONLY DID I HAVE MY OWN COMPUTER, OFFICE AND CAR - I ALSO RECIEVED ALL THE HELP I WANTED.
WHEN THERE WAS SOMETHING I NEEDED OR WONDERED, I COULD JUST ASK ANYONE. THE WORKING ATMOSPHERE AT
ODIN WAS REALLY GOOD!
truly are a friendly and welcoming
people! Almost everywhere I went, I
was very well taken care of even by
complete strangers. At least this was
true for the countryside - in larger
cities, people might be a little more
stressed, but I suppose that’s the
case all over the world.
On another weekend, I visited Fort
Worth - the Cowboy town. There I
noticed a slight increase in the “hat
wearing population percentage”.
You could also eat really good barbeque and watch rodeo shows. The
latter eventually inspired me to try
a little bull riding myself, although
this was on a mechanical bull. Even
that turned out to be rather painful though and I really admire the
cowboys for their balance. But still,
I can’t help feeling a little sad for the
poor calves that they chase..
I also had two weeks of vacation
in the end of July, during which I
simply hit the road and discovered

the United States together with my
Ford Probe Turbo. First we went to
Kansas City - City of Fountains,
where we met up with a fellow CETAC member, Johan. He turned 23
the very day we met, which was of
course celebrated in the traditional
Chalmers way. That was quite a celebration.

”The latter
eventually
inspired me
to try a little
bull riding
myself...”
Later we drove to the place where
he did his training assignment, the
little town of Antigo, Wisconsin. I
spent ﬁve truly wonderful days there, although the ﬁrst one was a bit
tough. I tried to help him with his
work at TSi Power Corporations,

but since I haven’t completed the
basic course in Thermodynamics
yet, I found it hard to keep up.
Apart from that however, I have
only good memories from Wisconsin, which among other things
include donkey riding and the local
pubs. The coming Sunday morning
I left Johan and continued towards
the Rocky Mountains to do some
hiking. Unfortunately, old Mr Turbo broke down in the little village of
Buﬀalo, Wyoming, which made me
get stuck there for three days. Buffalo is probably not the ﬁrst place
you would choose to get stuck in,
but it was ok since I got to know
some interesting people. Due to the
car problems, I ended up with only
having time to climb a fairly small
hill before I had to return to Dallas. Nevertheless, I am very satisﬁed
with my road trip, which altogether
resulted in adding about 4000 miles
(about one Earth radius) to the car.
I am really grateful to Hanz, who let
me use his car for this.

Thank you everyone at Odin for being really nice and good to me!! Nicole, for letting me lodge with you.
Cliﬀ, for all your help with paper
work and such. Doan and Martin
for taking me out and all you other
guys for just being there. Hope to
meet you again in the future!

Odin Telesystems
Employees
8
Hosting Trainees
2002, 2004
Business Area
Telecommunications
www.odints.com
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VI TYCKER OM FÖRETAG!
Därför försöker vi göra det
lite lättare att vara företagare
genom att lyhört hålla en
hög service. Dessutom kan vi
skryta med att Lerumsborna
har en av Västra Sveriges
högsta utbildningsnivåer.
Hör av dig till Näringslivsansvarig så får du veta mer.
0302 – 52 16 16
hans.parck@lerum.se
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School of Computer Science
and Engineering
The School of Computer Science and Engineering was founded in
January 2002 with the aim of focusing Chalmers’ activities in the ITarea by bringing together the departments of Computing Science and
Computer Engineering.
The School is strongly international, with 55 faculty and 65 PhD
students from more than 25 countries. The School provides an
outstanding research environment, and has world-class groups in
a number of ﬁelds. Our research spans the whole spectrum, from
theoretical underpinnings to applied systems development. The
School has an extensive collaboration, national as well as international,
with universities and industry. Industrial collaborators in Sweden
include Volvo, Ericsson and Saab Ericsson Space, as well as the many
smaller IT companies associated with Chalmers.
The IT University of Göteborg is part of Göteborg University and
Chalmers, and the School are currently engaged in teaching activities
at the IT University at Lindholmen.

School of Computer Science and Engineering
Chalmers University of Technology
412 96 Göteborg
Phone: +46 (0) 31 772 10 00
www.cse.chalmers.se
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Andreas Wrener
Sunnex Inc.

ME, SITTING BY MY COMPUTER, DEVELOPING 3D-MODELS USING CAD SOFTWARE.

Sunnex - enlighten me!
AFTER HAVING SPENT A FEW FABULOUS DAYS IN NEW
YORK, IT WAS TIME FOR ME TO TAKE THE GREYHOUND
BUS TOWARDS BOSTON. I STILL HADN’T BEEN ABLE TO
CONTACT ANYONE AT SUNNEX INC. IN PERSON TO SET
UP FOR THEM TO PICK ME UP. INSTEAD I HAD TO RELY
ON E-MAIL MESSAGES, LEFT PHONE MESSAGES AND A
LITTLE HELP FROM AT HOME.
However, the somewhat nervous
bus ride got a happy ending when I
got oﬀ the bus in Framingham, just
west of Boston. Bill Hoag, director
of operations at Sunnex Inc., had
recieved my messages and met me
right at the bus station.
The ﬁrst day I managed to sort out
most of the practical things, like
Andreas Wrener
Age
24
Majoring in
Engineering Physics
Best U.S. experience
Meeting my US relatives and
learning about American culture
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renting a car and checking my new
room. I had decided to rent a room
in an apartment in Newton, which
is a small but quite wealthy suburb
right outside Boston. Most houses
in the area was either big or enormous, but sadly I had not ended
up in one of the mansions. A small
comfort was the nice car store next
door, I would not say no to one of
those Ferrari cars. Before packing
up my bags and going to sleep, one
of my roommates Jesse showed me
the way to get to work early next
morning.
Thursday morning it was time for
me to really start working at Sunnex
Inc. I got there at seven and met my
supervisor Ralph Zebrowski, Chief
Engineer. First I started to learn
about the diﬀerent products Sunnex Inc. produce. The company
have two divisons: Sunnex Lighting

and Magniﬁcation Products, which
includes medical, inspection and industrial lighting, and Sunnex AntiVibration and Leveling Technology,
for machine mounts and leveling
feet. However, the main production in this facility was lamps and
that was what I focused on in the
beginning.

and got involved with more people
at the company. For example, as
Sunnex also has a facility in Sunne,
Sweden we had to translate and modify numerous of manuals for diﬀerent products. Project leader for this
was a very nice man from Åland,
Glenn Lindquist, and I helped him
as much as I could.

First next monday I started with
the projects they really wanted me
to do. The three main things become Solidworks drawings, inventory
control and a new production ﬂoor
layout. The most prominent being
Solidworks drawings as Sunnex requested me to enhance their technical documentation of foremost their
medical lamps.

Apart from working I actually
had time to do many other things,
mostly in New England but also in
New York State. The ﬁrst big happening was the swedish celebration of
“Midsommar” which as usual took
place near Cornell University in
Ithaca. Together with Sara and Pia,
two swedish girls working in Worcester, I rented a car and six hours
later we got to Itacha, NY. We tried
our best to get there in time for the
European cup quarter-ﬁnal between
Sweden and Netherlands but unfortunately we missed the ﬁrst half.
As most of you know we still had a
very exciting and exhausting game
to follow. One hour later Sweden
had lost on penalties and we were
totally devastated. Still, we were
among friends and despite adversity
we got ourselfs together and began

”I have met so
many nice and
generous people
during my stay
here...”
As the weeks got by I received more
and more advanced small projects

MY SUPERIORS, RALPH ZEBROWSKI, CHIEF ENGINEER (LEFT) AND BILL HOAG, DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS (RIGHT).

THE BEAUTIFUL STATE HOUSE RIGHT BY BOSTON COMMON.

EVENING VIEW OVER CHARLES RIVER ON THE 4TH OF JULY, JUST
AN HOUR BEFORE THE FIREWORKS LIT UP THE SKY.

our celebration which lasted all
through the night!

reworks were great! It was interesting also to participate in the whole
thing and get an own picture of how
important the celebration tends to
be for the average American. I really
doubt that you ever would see the
same patriotism in Sweden on the
6th of June.

One week later it was time for me
to experience the American celebration of 4th of July instead. The
weekend started with a BBQ. Anders Utter, CFO at Sunnex Inc.,
and his wife Karen had invited me
to her cousins birthday party. Her
cousin had a big house with a nice
swimming pool one hour north of
me. There were no possibilities to
get into the pool though as it was
occupied by tons of children all the
time. Instead we got the chance to
get some really nice food and something refreshing to drink. I really
enjoyed trying all the things they
served but in the end I was so full
that I actually missed the birthday
cake! A few hours later the three of
us left the party but instead of going directly home we took a small
detour to Hampton beach, a very
long sand beach on the east coast.
It was a very nice place and at the
same time we got a bit of adventure
as a car started burning right next to

Anders’ car…
The day after was the real celebration of 4th of July. I decided to
spend it with one of my roommates, Amanda. We took the train in
to Boston and walked around for
a few hours before we went to the
Esplanad right by the Charles River
to get a chance to see the nice ﬁreworks. The place was crowded!

”Working in
another country
has proved to
be both similar
and different
from what I am
used to...”
I don’t think I have ever seen so
many people at the same time. We
very lucky and found a tiny green
spot right by the water, from where
we had a magniﬁcent view. The ﬁ-

The rest of the weekends I tried to
make small excursions to diﬀerent
places in the area. I visited Newport
which looked very similar to Smögen in Sweden. I also took an extra
trip to New York and visited Carl
Jägersten in Astoria for three days. A
few weeks later Carl and Linn visited me in Boston and together with
a few more Swedish people we went
to see The Hives and Sahara Hotnights. It was a great concert!
This summer has been pretty special! I have made many new friends
and gotten so many new impressions. Working in another country
has proved to be both similar and
diﬀerent from what I am used to
in Sweden. The same is true for all

the people. I have met so many nice
and generous people during my stay
here, something that really exceeded
my expectations. Everything from
oﬀering rides to handing out hamburgers at a BBQ. All those little
things count so thank you! And
after this stay in the US, I really
must recommend anyone who gets
the chance to experience the same
for themselves to take it! This was
one of the best and most interesting
summers I ever had!

Sunnex Inc.
Employees
22
Hosting Trainees
2004
Business Area
Lighting and magniﬁcation products, Anti-vibration technology
www.sunnexonline.com
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har 190 anställda varav 145 i Uppsala
har egen forskning, produktion utveckling
är världsledande inom hemostasprodukter och tryckmätning i blodkärl

RADI Medical Systems AB
Palmbladsgatan 10
754 50 Uppsala

Tel: 018-16 10 00 radi@radi.se
Fax: 018-16 10 99 www.radi.se

HÅRDA STUDIER
KRÄVER BRA ENERGI.
DET HAR VI.

TELEFON 036-10 82 00
W W W. J O N K O P I N G E N E R G I . S E

Kompletta

EDA-system
för

Elektronikindustrin
Mentor Graphics
Kista Science Tower
164 51 Kista
Tfn: 08-632 95 00

www.mentor.com/nordic
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Samson
Mät- & Reglerteknik
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www.sisaco.se
Kvalité
rakt igenom!
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SERVERVÄXLAR
AV-utrustning

för projektorer, plasma, bildskärmar m.m
från världens ledande leverantörer!
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Box 11038 - 161 11 BROMMA - Tel: 08 - 25 61

SÄKER STRÖMFÖRSÖRJNING

Husqvarna tillverkar ett av världens mest
kompletta sortiment av kvalitetsprodukter
för effektiv skötsel av skogar, parket och
trädgårdar.
Vi utgår alltid från våra mest krävande
kunders behov och fäster särskild vikt
vid pålitlighet, lätthanterlighet och
miljöanpassning.
Vårt mål är att hjälpa dig åstadkomma
maximalt resultat med minimal ansträngning.

Vi konstruerar, bygger
och säljer system för
säker strömförsörjning.
Vi har system från fåtal
W till flera hundra kW
och spänningsområde
från 12 V till 400 V.
Fjärrövervakning av drift
genom fast telefoni,
mobil
telefoni
eller
ethernet/bredband.

ELDACO
Box 990 - 191 29 Sollentuna
Tel: 08-623 95 00 - Fax: 08-96 97 72
www.eldaco.se - power@eldaco.se

www.husqvarna.com
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Memories of summer 2004
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The experience of a lifetime
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International Master’s Programme
in Bioinformatics
Chalmers University of Technology, Göteborg, Sweden
Advanced computational techniques can
give new insights into biological function
at all levels. Our course gives you the
opportunity to specialise in this exciting
multidisciplinary area that combines
biology, medicine, mathematics, statistics and computing science.

A beta-helix structure identiﬁed using software
developed in a Masters project

The programme starts next time in August 2005.
Applications should be received before 15 February 2005.

More information: www.math.chalmers.se/Stat/Bioinfo/Master/
Programme coordinator
Camilla Jacobsohn
camillaj@math.chalmers.se
Phone +46 (0)31 772 3504
Fax +46 (0)31 772 3508
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Programme director
Marita Olsson
marita@math.chalmers.se
Phone +46 (0)31 772 3577

Bioinformatics

Application code: BIMAS

Advanced computational
techniques can give new insights
into biological function at all
levels.
The development in modern
biology and gene technology has
generated a wealth of information.
The hereditary information of
several model organisms is
systematically examined as the
complete nucleotide sequences
of their genomes are being
determined. There is no doubt
that all this experimental data and
the information derived from it will
have a tremendous impact on all
disciplines of biology, including
medicine. For the management and
analysis of data in this ﬁeld there is a
growing demand for tools provided by
mathematics, statistics and computer
science.

Entry requirements
The programme is intended for
two broadly deﬁned categories:
students with a mathematical
background (including engineering/
mathematics/ statistics/ computer
science), and students with a
biological background (including
biology/ medicine). Also, chemistry
students with a sufﬁcient knowledge
of mathematics/ computing
sciences or biology are welcome.

Class of 2003

However, a successful participation
in the programme requires a
serious interest in the subjects
not previously studied: a biology
student must be prepared to learn
basic mathematics and programming,
a computer scientist must acquire a fair
amount of basic biology, etc.

Bioinformatics is a fundamentally interdisciplinary area where mathematics,
statistics and computer science
are applied to data produced by
experimental work in biochemistry,
molecular biology, cell biology and
genetics. Some topics are:
– Organisation of information such as
sequences, 3D structures and gene
expression data in databases
– Analysis of DNA or amino acid
sequence information, aimed at
for instance classiﬁcation of protein
molecules, elucidation of the
molecular basis for human genetic
diseases, or reconstruction of
evolutionary history
– Mathematical modelling of biological
phenomena, such as macromolecular
interactions and metabolism.

Aim of programme
On completion the student should:
– Understand the basic biological
principles and systems
– Be familiar with biological databases
and available tools to analyse the
information in such databases
– Have skills in design and
implementation of bioinformatics
systems, including databases,
algorithms and visualisation
– Be able to model biological data and
systems, and understand the logical
structure, conceptual basis and
presumption of such systems
– Have insights into and skills in using
a number of different computational
and statistical techniques
– Be able to perform statistical analysis
of genetic information
– Have insights into the ethical aspects
of bioinformatics and biotechnology
research

Programme organisation
The programme is run by the School
of Mathematical Sciences and the
Department of Computing Science, in
close collaboration with scientists and
teachers at the Department of Molecular
Biotechnology, and the departments
of Biochemistry and Cell & Molecular
Biology at Göteborg University.

Structure and contents
The programme includes 40 credit
units (cu) of courses (corresponding
to one year of studies) and a master
thesis project of 20 cu. Except for
two introductory courses (”Basics in
Biology” and ”Basics in Mathematics,
Statistics and Computing Science”),
all courses are given jointly to both
categories of students. If some courses
overlap with previous studies there are
possibilities to take other courses at the
School of Mathematical Sciences or the
Department of Computing Sciences.
There is also a course where the
students choose one of four elective
courses.

A microarray experiment showing which
genes that are expressed (transcribed
into mRNA) in a cell during two different
experimental conditions (such as cancer
versus non-cancer tissue).
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Said Amiri
Q-Matic Corporation

I could not have asked for more...
MY ADVENTURE IN THE US STARTED OUT WITH SOME
OBSTACLES WHICH MADE ME QUESTION MY BEING IN
THE STATES. I ENCOUNTERED THE FIRST ONE AT THE
JFK AIRPORT WHILE PASSING THE US IMMIGRATION.
The US immigration had “randomly” chosen me (well maybe not
that random after all considering I
had not shaved my beard for a whole week) to a further registration
before entering the country. The
whole process took about one hour.
The oﬃcer that interviewed me was
very polite and professional so I
never felt like I was treated bad or
harassed in any kind, though I was
getting concerned about my luggage. Hesam and Mohammad, two
other CETAC members, kindly and
patiently waited for me through the
whole procedure and I later joined
them where they had gathered my
Said Amiri
Age
24
Majoring in
Electrical Engineering
Best U.S. experience
The roadtrip and visiting my
family in San Fransisco
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luggage that I had worried so much
about. Another barrier that I had to
overcome was the trip from New
York to my ﬁnal destination, Asheville in North Carolina. Back home
in Sweden, I had some problems
ﬁnding a ﬂight ticket to Asheville.
Therefore, I left Gothenburg for
New York without having a deﬁnite
arrangement on how to get to Asheville. During our stay in New York
(which I easily could write a separate story for) I had to spend some
time planning my trip. One very
cheap alternative that came up was
to take the classic Greyhound bus,
a journey that would have taken
over 17 h. and required several connections at not so desirable hours
and cities. After some consultation
with numerous people I decided to
skip the bus and just try to ﬁnd a
ﬂight, however at this point all the
tickets to Asheville where unfortunately sold out. I ended up getting
a ticket to a city called Greensboro,
located northeast from Asheville
and approximately two and a half
hours away by car. The idea was
to pick up a rental car, which my
host company Q-MATIC had re-

served for me, by the airport in
Greensboro and drive to Asheville.
This plan crashed because the rental
companies in the airport all had one
or two requirements that I did not
fulﬁl: the age minimum of 25 and/
or a (American) credit card. At this
point my only option left was to
take a taxi-limousine service all the
way to Asheville, an expense that
Q-MATIC very generously covered
for me. With all of this behind me I
ﬁnally arrived in the evening at the
home of the CEO of Q-MATIC
Corporation, Mr Hans Söderberg.
The company that hosted me, QMATIC Corporation, is a subsidiary of Q-MATIC AB in Sweden.
The Q-MATIC group is the world’s
leading Queuing Management and
Customer Flow Solution Provider and has a variety of hardware
and software products which they
develop, manufacture, install and
support. The main objective of
these kinds of systems is to optimize
customer ﬂow which hence improves customer service, optimizes staﬀ
costs and much more. Today QMATIC has a specially strong presence in markets like banking, local
and central government, health care
and retail stores. The Q-MATIC
Corp. oﬃce has approximately 50
employees and is located in Fletcher, North Carolina. A big diﬀe-

rence from the oﬃce in Sweden is
that Q-MATIC Corp. does not develop or manufacture any hardware
equipment. Their core occupations
are sales and support, but there is
also a Research & Development
group that mainly works with software and that was where I worked.
My supervisor, Mr Mike Snyder,
had several ideas of what kind of
projects I was going to work on. The
ﬁrst idea was to investigate if it was
possible to implement a USB port
to an already existing product that
only had a serial (RS232) connection. Unfortunately, we had to put
that project aside since we had to
have some material from the oﬃce
in Sweden that was not easy to get
hold of. My second project turned
out to be the one that I worked on
mostly during my time at Q-MATIC. My assignment was to look
into if a program called Crystal
Reports was suitable to generate
report from statistical data from QMATICs main program Q-WIN.
Q-WIN is the backbone of all the
Q-MATIC system and is ultimately
their own developed server software that controls everything in the
queue system. This project had arisen by the request of several customers that wondered if there was any
possibilities to extract the statistical
data stored in Q-WIN and generate
their own reports. My job became

PART OF THE STAFF AT Q-MATIC CORP.

SHOPPING IN DOWNTOWN SAN FRANSISCO
to ﬁrst understand the database
structure/content of Q-WIN, learn
Crystal Report and lastly to implement my own reports in Crystal Reports. It turned out to be diﬃcult to
create dynamical reports exactly the
way we wanted them using Crystal Report. I ﬁnally wrote a report
where I explained and discussed the
many features Crystal Report could
oﬀer and the several restrictions that
could appear.
After spending my ﬁrst night in
Asheville at Mr Hans Söderbergs
home, I moved into my home for
the summer: a room and a bathroom in downtown Asheville. This
meant an approximately 20 min car
drive to the oﬃce in Fletcher, a trip
I took every day with the company
car that Q-MATIC also provided
for me. Asheville turned out to be
a wonderful city to live in. Asheville
with surrounding areas has approximately 120 000 residents. Despite
the size of this town you could ﬁnd
many things to do, the surprisingly
many restaurants downtown where
a joy to visit. Moreover the surrounding nature had so much to oﬀer
such as hiking, river rafting, mountain biking and much more. The
funny part of my stay in Asheville
was that I actually met surprisingly
many Swedes and I consequently

did not feel that far away from home
after all. The simple explanation for
the many Swedes in Asheville was
the presence of Volvo Construction Equipment (CE) and naturally,
if there is a Swedish company you
will most likely ﬁnd some Swedish
employees. The ﬁrst night at Mr Söderbergs home, I met Jenny Anderson, the daughter of Mr Söderbergs
Swedish neighbour.

”It’s not a
simple task to
cover all the
great stuff I’ve
experienced this
summer...”
Jenny was also going to spend her
summer working in Asheville for
Volvo CE. It was then through
Jenny I met others Swedes, which I
spent a lot of my spare time with. It
was not only the Swedes I met that
generated the many good memories
I brought home with me. The great
people at Q-MATIC had a large
part in making my summer unforgettable. Michelle for her positive
spirit and kind heart, Mike and Jim
for always joking around, the whole
R&D division for including me in

ME AND MY GIRLFRIEND MINA AT THE HOLLYWOOD SIGN IN LA.
the group, the very helpful Linda
and Brenda, Hans for providing me
with everything I needed and the
rest of employees that never hesitated to help me in any kind. It’s not
a simple task to cover all the great
stuﬀ I’ve experienced this summer
but I could deﬁnitely mention some
of them: The wonderful celebration of Midsummer Eve at Martins
house, the kayaking through the
French broad river, the wonderful
weekend in Charleston celebrating
the 4:th of July, the thirsty Thursday Baseball Game with the grand
slam(!), the skeet shooting with the
guys at work, the huge outlet area
at Pigeon Forge, the fantastic cook
out at Mike’s place with Sam playing the guitar, the amazing view at
Chimney Rocks and the crazy and
huge Bell Chere festival in Asheville. When my work was done at
Q-MATIC I ﬂew to San Francisco
visiting my uncle and cousins. My
girlfriend Mina also joined me from
Sweden and we had the greatest
(and most expensive) time shopping
and sightseeing in San Francisco,
however our road trip with Hesam
and Mohammad to Las Vegas and
Los Angeles became the ultimate
experience of the whole summer.
Las Vegas was really all the things I
heard about it and much more and
Los Angeles really amazed me with

its glamorous areas in Hollywood
and Beverly Hills. Our trip really
had all the ingredients a road trip
should have: Laugher, junk food,
diﬃculties, unexpected expenses, a
car accident, friendship and embarrassment. I could not have ended
my stay in US in a better way.
I once again want to thank everybody at Q-MATIC Corporation
for having me over, especially to Mr
Hans Söderberg for making it all
possible. Jenny, Fredrik, Peter, Lotta
and Martin: I was really was lucky
to ﬁnd you guys and getting to
know you. Hope to see you again.
Mansour, Sheila, Kian and Nasim:
I really enjoyed spending time with
you and I truly appreciate the hospitality you showed me, Mina and
my friends.
Q-Matic Corporation
Employees
~50
Hosting Trainees
2004
Business Area
Queuing Management and Customer Flow Solution Provider
www.q-matic.com
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CLARA

Framtidens
arbete finns
lite bakom.

Vårt namn sitter inte på de högteknologiska produkter som
vi helt eller delvis producerar. Det är oftast inte vi, utan våra
kunder, som blir hyllade för våra tekniska framsteg och vårt
utvecklingsarbete.
Och det är precis så vi vill ha det.
Som en av Nordens största kontraktstillverkare av elektronik
söker vi inte en plats i rampljuset. Vår ambition och målsättning
är istället, likt en känd finansfamilj, att verka utan att synas.
Genom vår kunskap, kapacitet och ödmjukhet är vi en flexibel
och pålitlig partner, för dig som trivs i strålkastarljuset.

Idag och sedan drygt trettio år tillbaka samarbetar vi med en
rad kända, och en del mindre kända, företag och varumärken
världen över. Samarbeten som sträcker sig över de mest skilda
branscher, som alla har olika behov och arbetssätt. Allt från
stora serier som ska produceras snabbt, till långsiktiga partnerskap som sträcker sig från utveckling via prototyp till färdig
produkt. Och det rör sig om allt från mobiltelefoner till gräsklippare via fartyg och bredband.
Ta en titt på vår hemsida så förstår du vad vi menar,
elektromekan.se.

Vi syns inte. Därför finns vi.
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www.calcsandmore.com
Finns hos din bok-, pappers- och kontorsvaruhandel

www.callenberg.se
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Tomas Jansson
VMware Inc.

A Virtual Summer In Silicon Valley
WHEN YOU ARE READING THIS I AM PROBABLY STILL
WORKING AS A INTERN AT VMWARE INC. WHERE I AM
DOING A SIX MONTHS INTERNSHIP IN THE QUALITY ASSURANCE (QA) DEPARTMENT.
It was a really nervous and tense
Tomas that entered the oﬃce of
VMware in Palo Alto. I wrote my
last exam for the year only one week
earlier and was now standing in
a really nice oﬃce complex in the
very heart of Silicon Valley. It did
not take long before I realized that
every expectation, and more, I had
was fulﬁlled. (VMware Inc. is a oﬀspring of a project from Stanford).
There are currently ~650 employees
at VMware, which is a subsidiary of
EMC since the beginning of 2004,
and is expanding. VMware was
founded in 1998 to bring world
class virtual machines to industry
standard computers. VMware has
5000 corporate customers, in such
industries as ﬁnancial services, technology and manufacturing, in more
Tomas Jansson
Age
22
Majoring in
Computer Science & Engineering
Best U.S. experience
When Hans, Gustav, my co-worker
Dan and I were on the Flume Trail
looking out over Lake Tahoe.
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than 100 countries.
VMware’s software virtualizes hardware based on the Intel x86 processor family. This virtualization makes
it possible to install several virtual
machines inside a single workstation, or on a single server and every
virtual machines gets its own disk
space but sharing the memory and
network with the other virtual
machines and the host server. VMware has three diﬀerent products
that makes it possible to use virtual
machines. VMware ESX Server and
VMware GSX server, which are
their server software and then they
have VMware Workstation, which
is their desktop software. VMware
also has software, VMware VirtualCenter, that makes it possible to
have centralized management of the
virtual environment.
Using virtual machine can increase
the utilization a server signiﬁcantly
since VMware’s software gives the
resources to the virtual machine
that need it the most. When using
virtual machines you also increase
the ﬂexibility and manageability of
the virtual machines since they are
not bounded by hardware. To move
a virtual machine from a physical
host to another one you just have to

copy the data that speciﬁes the virtual machine and you do not have
to worry about hardware issues.
VMware workstation is a great tool
in testing and development environments since it makes it possible
for developers to develop and test
on Linux, Netware and Microsoft
Windows on a single desktop.

tested the products in very realistic
environments. ESX is expected to
run on top-of-the-line systems so I
had to get familiar and learn how to
conﬁgure these systems. Except for
this I have gained a deeper knowledge in the procedures a software
products goes through before entering the market.

To work at VMware turned out to
be a very pleasant experience. All the
co-workers in the QA department
are very friendly and helpful and the
company in general is a really caring
employer. The working hour is not
very strict as long as you are at work
40 hours per week, almost every day
there are some kind of activity you
can attend to, I participated in soccer and ultimate. They have free sodas, snacks, breakfast, pinball and a
pool table. I think that all these free
things is a very good way to make
the employees to feel appreciated.
VMware had ~30 interns this summer and became really good friend
with two of them, Daniel Kim and
Srinivas Dandu that were sitting in
the cubicles next to mine. If you
work for QA in a software company
your job is to track down bugs before they start selling the products.
When I came to the company I, as
every one else that is new, got an
mentor, Aleksey Lib. Aleksey was
responsible for the testing of ESX
server 2.5, which I was going to
work with. Since I was working in
the system test group under QA I

I would like to thank everyone
in the system test group for their
friendliness and their willingness to
help, and especially Daniel Kim and
Srinivas Dandu for just being really
good friends and for all the fun we
had, Alex Romanenko for all the
rides to work and for teaching me
playing pool, Aleksey Lib for his
patience when I needed help and
Henrik Amren that was my manager and the person that decided to
let me come and work at VMware.
Hope I see you all again.

VMware Inc.
Employees
~650
Hosting Trainees
2004
Business Area
Virtual infrastrucure software
www.vmware.com
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Hans Grufman
net.com

Working at net.com in the Bay Area
THE NAME NET.COM COULD FOOL ALMOST ANYONE
INTO BELIEVING THAT THE COMPANY WAS FOUNDED
DURING THE IT-BOOM, BUT IT IS ACTUALLY MORE THAN
20 YEARS OLD. THE LETTERS NET IS AN ABBREVIATION
FOR NETWORK EQUIPMENT TECHNOLOGIES, WHICH IS
THE COMPANY’S ORIGINAL NAME.
net.com delivers communications
equipment to build secure, private
networks for the high-speed transport of voice, video and data traﬃc.
It has more than 1750 customers in
75 countries and among these you
will ﬁnd established service providers such as AT&T and British Telecom; government agencies including NATO and the U.S. Air Force;
and global enterprises such as VISA
and Reuters. There are several deployments of net.com’s equipment
in Sweden as well; among the larger
customers are Telia and Rikspolisstyrelsen.
The product portfolio of net.com
consists of three diﬀerent product
lines named Promina, SCREAM
and SHOUTIP. Promina is the oldest product in net.com’s portfolio
and a direct descendant of net.com’s
Hans Grufman
Age
26
Major
Electrical Engineering
Best U.S. experience
Working in the area where many
of today’s leading high-tech
companies were born
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breakthrough product IDNX. It
can take numerous diﬀerent streams
such as voice, data or fax and merge
them in to a single high capacity
output line through the use of time
slots.
At ﬁrst glance, SCREAM seems to
perform the same service as Promina, merging lower capacity connections into a high capacity connection. Therefore, SCREAM in some
aspect can be seen as a follow-up to
Promina, but since the latter has
been on the market for almost 20
years more there are some major design diﬀerences such as SCREAM’s
far more evolved IP-support. Service providers often use SCREAM
to connect ADSL customers to their
backbone, enabling them to oﬀer
services such as dynamic bandwidth
allocation and IP QoS guarantees
which in turn could generate incremental revenue.
The latest addition to net.com’s
product portfolio is SHOUTIP,
which was introduced in 2002.
During my time at net.com I have
been working with the development
team that seven years ago started the
still ongoing development of this
product. It is the ﬁrst IP telephony
platform to oﬀer integration of the
two dominating standards SIP and
H323, interoperability and protocol

conversion, SS7 signalling (interoperability with regular telephone
systems), interactive voice response,
TDM/Ethernet media conversion,
billing record generation and secure
voice traﬃc handling.
SHOUTIP is an amazing product
in many aspects; it does what would
take multiple diﬀerent units of competing products to do. In addition,
it has incredible performance. The
larger 2500 version can handle 960
simultaneous calls, and the smaller
900 that is about the size of a pizza
box can handle 240 simultaneous
calls.
To work with people who have
been with this product all the way
from the beginning has been a great
experience. They seem to know
everything there is to know about
it, and most other things worth
knowing about network technologies and computers. The team is
truly multi cultural; in fact there
is only one American on the team,
the other team members are from
South Africa, New Zealand, China,
Canada, India and Sweden.
When I started at net.com I mostly did testing of new features on
SHOUTIP, which is a great way to
get to know the product. Furthermore, I learned a lot about how IP
networks works in practice and got
exposed to equipment such as switches, routers, secure phones, satellite phones and delay simulators.
Three months have passed now and
I am halfway through my time at
net.com. As time has passed I have
moved towards more programming
and I have now been assigned a

programming task that should keep
me busy until Christmas. The task
is to rewrite a monitoring tool for
SHOUTIP, originally written in
Visual Basic, in Java to make it platform independent. In order to ﬁnd
out what is expected of my program,
I can sniﬀ my own computer’s network connection while running the
current program or look at the old
Visual Basic code. The former is often the better alternative, but sometimes the latter is the only solution,
and although time consuming it really gives you an interesting insight
into the diﬀerences between the
concepts of event-based and object
oriented programming.
It has been very stimulating to
work on such cutting edge technology, and interesting in that it is on
the verge of a commercial breakthrough. I would like to thank all the
people in the SHOUTIP development team for their support and
help in understanding this technology. Nevertheless, I am convinced
that my remaining three months
will be even more enchanting, and I
am eagerly looking forward to ﬁnd
out what that time will bring.
net.com
Employees
~400
Hosting Trainees
2004
Business Area
Network equipment vendor
www.net.com

PROGRESSIVE
MARKETING

www.gunnebo.se

PR & Communication
Your image is our business !

Phone: +46 31 84 64 00 E-mail: info@promarketing.se

RELCON AB
www.relcon.se

RELCON AB is an independent
and risk management consultancy,
providing services and software in
the field of risk and reliability assessment.
Stockholm (Head Office)
Vasagatan 4A
Box 1288
S-172 25 Sundbyberg, Sweden
Fax: +46-8-445 21 01
Phone: +46-8-445 21 00
E-mail: info@relcon.se

Malmö
Sallerupsvägen 5
S-212 18 MALMÖ
Sweden
Phone: +46-040-93 75 37
Fax: +46-040-93 75 10

ger dig ledning in i framtiden

För teleoperatörer, energibolag och fastighetsägare
är Nexans en viktig partner.
Med 19.000 anställda i 20
länder hör vi till världens
största leverantörer av
kablar och komponenter för
el och telekommunikation.
Vår anläggning i Grimsås i
Tranemo kommun har ansvar
för produktion, konstruktion, logistik och marknadsföring, i Sverige och ett
flertal andra marknader.
Har du högskoleutbildning
inom dessa ämnesområden
eller inom ekonomi, vill vi
gärna träffa dig! Vi kan ge
dig ledning in i framtiden.
www.nexans.se

exans
Framtiden genom Nexans.
Nexans i Sverige är: Nexans IKO Sweden AB • Nexans Heating Cables (Matema AB) • Axjo Kabel AB.
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Gustav Alm
RO Associates Inc.

LUNCH AT BENIHANAS WITH THE ENGINEERING TEAM.

Working with Powerelectronics in Silicon Valley
MY INTERNSHIP TOOK PLACE AT A SMALLER COMPANY,
RO ASSOCIATES INC., SITUATED IN SUNNYVALE IN THE
VERY HEART OF SILICON VALLEY. RO ASSOCIATES HAS
SINCE 1963 BEEN A PROVIDER OF FAULT-SAFE POWER
SUPPLIES, OFFERING A COMPLETE LINE OF LOW-POWER
DC-DC CONVERTERS AND AC-DC CONVERTERS.
The converters are popular for
applications where small size and
capability of operating in extreme
temperatures are crucial features,
for example within communications engineering and defence technology. The power-supplies are designed in standard quarter-brick to
full-size bricks for surface mounting
in industrial applications.
I spent the ﬁrst two weeks getting
familiar with all the equipment in
the lab and learning how to manuGustav Alm
Age
26
Major
Electrical Engineering
Best U.S. experience
Yosemite National Park
and Las Vegas
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ally work on the power-supplies, including using hot air for soldering.
After the ﬁrst two days, I had built
5 prototype Quattroverter units for
testing and evaluation. Eventually, I
was introduced to my project, which
turned out to be at the MEGAVERTER380-26 (MV380-26) supply,
which converts 380 V DC input to
26 V output up to 520W using regular pulse-width modulation.
The MV380-26 is designed using
a full bridge switching topology,
operating at a switching frequency
of 370kHz. A regulator-IC controls
four power-MOSFETs to switch
the direction of the DC current in
the bridge where two transformers,
a rectiﬁer bridge and a big output
choke convert the power to the secondary side.
A number of internal IC’s requires
diﬀerent Vcc, which are delivered
by the secondary windings on the
transformers. This may introduce
problem during start-up, especially

when unit has no load and pulsewidth in the transformer is down to
minimum, or when a large capacitive load requires maximum current
and the Vcc voltage is pulled down.
During the design of the 48V output version, one solution was found
to add extra boost-regulator circuit
just to provide the controller-IC the
proper voltage. My project was to
incorporate the boost-regulator design in the 26V version and verify
the performance.

”Working at RO
has really
given me an
experience of
hands-on troubleshooting...”
Working with solid-state electronics in practical introduced me to
problems such as noise-interference, non-ideal semiconductors and
components temperature deviation.
During the development I also encountered problems with instability
and oscillation in output voltage,
which made me work with the regulator feedback loop performance.
This involved traditional analysis

with zeros and poles, and evaluation
of Bode-plots.
By the second last week after a few
weeks of troubleshooting and optimizing the new design, I was able to
see that the new MV380-26 had a
better performance and the start-up
problems were eliminated, which
was the goal of the project. Working
at RO has really given me an experience of hands-on troubleshooting
and an insight of what power-supply design is all about.
I would like to thank all the techs
in the lab and VP of Engineering
Jack McDonnal for all support and
for making the time at work very
enjoyable.

RO Associates
Employees
~50
Hosting Trainees
2004
Business Area
Power Electronics
www.roassoc.com
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1 timma med tåg
från storstadens puls Det goda livet i den lilla staden
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Gustav Alm
Tomas Jansson
Hans Grufman

Living in San Fransisco and the Bay Area
VERY EXCITED AND WITH HIGH EXPECTATIONS, WE
ARRIVED AT SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
GREETED BY THE CALIFORNIAN SUNSHINE AND PACIFIC
BREEZE. AFTER HAVING PICKED UP THE RENTAL, A GAS
CONSUMING CHEVY IMPALA V6 WITH STEERING-COLUMN GEAR CHANGE AND SOFA AS FRONT SEATS, WE
IMMEDIATELY DARTED OUT ON A JAMMED 10-LANE
FREEWAY AND COULD ESTABLISH THE FACT THAT WE
WERE GOING TO SPEND OUR NEXT 3-6 MONTHS IN ONE
OF AMERICAS BUSIEST METROPOLITAN AREAS - SILICON
VALLEY AND SAN FRANCISCO.
Staying at a hotel the ﬁrst week, we
not only had to get started at work,
but also to ﬁnd a cheaper place to
live. Soon we realized that ﬁnding
an apartment with a 6-months lease
was almost impossible, which meant
that only the most run down apartments were available for us. After
having applied for an apartment
practically without windows, we
decided to see one more landlord.
This landlord though, could oﬀer
us a newly refurbished apartment
with better location and a swimming pool, so instead of living in a
bunker in a back alley we ended up
in a sunny complex close to ﬂourishing Dolores Park in the Mission
District. We felt that our luck had
turned, and after another two weeks
of intense negotiations with an Afghani car-dealer, Omar, we were
thrilled owners of a Toyota Corolla
from –96.

The Mission District has traditionally been a lively area dominated
by Mexican culture and food, run
down buildings and big mural paintings inspired by the Latin-American culture. The IT-boom brought
changes to parts of the area, which
nowadays is a very popular area for
dining and Pub-crawling.

We checked-in at a hotel in Hollywood, the centre of nightlife and
entertainment in LA, and started
oﬀ with stepping on the stars at the
Walk-of-Fame, visited Grumans
Chinese Theatre and climbed up to
the Hollywood-sign.
Being in the very heart of movieindustry we spent the Saturday afternoon learning everything about
ﬁlm production at Universal Studios. A tour took us through the
complete town of facades, which
has been used to create sceneries
for numerous well-known ﬁlms. An
exotic night was spent at what was
said to be the hottest R’n’B club in

LA. As four Scandinavian dressed
white guys we immediately blended
in perfectly.
The Sunday morning we made a
scenic drive at Mulholland Drive,
and by a coincidence, we passed by
Nicolas Cage, Gene Simmons and
Hugh Hefner’s mansions in Bel Air.
Unfortunately, none of them were
home. We continued on Rodeo
Drive through Beverly Hills and ended the weekend at Santa Monica
and Huntington Beaches, doing
our best to give the lifeguards a hard
time.

Over the extended weekend of 4th
of July, we drove down to Los Angeles where we met up with Mattias.

”...with high
expectations we
arrived at San
Fransisco
International
Airport...”

ONLY THOSE WHO ARE INTO CLOTHING CAN SPOT THE SUBTLE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN FASHION.
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ifm electronic ab
Positionsgivare ifm electronic erbjuder ett

komplett utbud av positionsgivare, såsom
induktiva och kapacitiva givare, fotoceller, plus
inkrementella- och absolutgivare.

Tiny-loggers
Robusta prisvärda loggers. Används på bred
front i alla branscher. Olika modeller för specialtillämpningar - i diskmaskiner, i autoklaver, för
Ex-miljö mm.
Beprövad med ﬂer än 30.000 sålda enheter i
Skandinavien och 300.000 totalt. Med EasyView-support.

ACR och Veriteq-loggers
Fluidgivare Produkter såsom nivågivare,

flödesgivare för gas och vätskor, tryckvakter och
tryckgivare, temperaturgivare plus
induktiva givare för ventilövervakning.

Kompetenta Hi-Tech loggers för krävande
portabla tillämpningar. Snabba och kompakta. För forskning och utveckling. Med
EasyView-support.

PC-loggers
Industriell kommunikation Produkter såsom
ett komplett utbud av AS-i controllers med
integrerad plc, AS-i mastrar och interface för
alla vanliga bussar, AS-i I/O-moduler, AS-i
nätaggregat...listan kan göras lång!

Styrsystem Ett komplett utbud avsett för de

tuffa omständigheterna inom mobila
applikationer, inklusive controllers och mastrar
med CANopen-interface och displayer. Även
decentraliserade I/O-moduler och givare

Tillståndsövervakning Med efector octavis

övervakar du kontinuerligt rullager och indikerar
avvikelser innan allvarliga problem uppkommer.
Med efector metris mäter du tryckluftsförbrukningen
och övervakar eventuella läckage.
ifm electronic ab
Tel. 0325-66 15 00 . Fax 0325-66 15 90
info.se@ifm-electronic.com . www.ifm-electronic.se

Dometic AB

Flexibel, tillförlitlig konstruktion passande för de ﬂesta industritillämpningar.
Används allmänt för forskning och
utveckling såväl som vid övervakning
av produktion, klimat och miljö. Över
5000 enheter har hitintills levererats till
tusentals nöjda användare.
Med EasyView-support.

Delphin-loggers
Tysk kvalitetslogger/mätsystem med unika
prestanda. Löser mätuppgifter där ingen annan
utrustning duger. Galvanisk åtskillnad medför
god mätnoggrannhet och enkel inkoppling utan
eventuella skiljeförstärkare.
Med EasyView-support.

INTAB Interface-Teknik AB
Tel. +46 302 24600

www.intab.se

expect MORE!

i Motala
Dometic AB i Motala är världens största utvecklare och tillverkare av absorptionskylskåp för
den internationella husbils- och husvagnsmarknaden, främst USA och Kanada. Varje år
tillverkas ca 300 000 kylskåp vid fabriken i
Motala.
Dometic i Motala tillverkar också vinkällare
- specialskåp för långtidsförvaring av kvalitetsviner. Skåpen exporteras bl a till Japan,
Frankrike och Tyskland.
En annan produkt som tillverkas är vattenrenare
i olika storlekar.
Verksamheten i Motala har ca 900 medarbetare.

Intermec Technologies Corporation är
världsledande inom automatisk datainsamling (ADC) och mobil databehandling.
Koncernen har ca 2700 anställda i mer än
50 länder.
I Mölndal är vi 80 personer som arbetar med utveckling, marknads föring och support av etikett- och
biljettprintrar, RFID-produkter och handterminaler.

Dometic AB • 591 82 MOTALA • Tel. 0141-23 81 00 • Fax 0141-23 84 62
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Intermec Technologies /
Intermec Printer AB
Flöjelbergsgatan 1
431 35 Mölndal
Tel. 031 - 86 95 00
www.intermec.com

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS, LOS ANGELES

CONGRATULATIONS BEVERLY HILLS...

Working in Silicon Valley and living in San Francisco means quite a
commute in heavy traﬃc. After every 12-hour day, it is without doubt
worthwhile coming back to the city
and to ﬁnd a new Taqueria or Chinese Restaurant in the Mission District. Having spent one and a half
month in the US and only cooked
at home once we realized that we

had adapted to a central part of the
American culture; fast food
San Francisco is a lively city 24
hours a day and oﬀers a large variety
of restaurants, concerts and activities. The city is situated very scenic
at the entrance to the bay, with Golden Gate Bridge in the west and Bay
Bridge in the east heading for Oak-

LOMBARD STREET
land. Probably one of the country’s
best vistas is found at Twin Peaks,
where the city’s all hills and very
steep streets can be seen.
Fishermans Wharf is probably the
biggest tourist attraction in San
Francisco. It is situated on the waterfront with a spectacular view over
the Golden Gate Bridge; we strolled
around there and had some of the
famous seafood. From here we also
took the ferry out to Alcatraz were
we spent an evening and also experienced a power outage.
Another famous sight in San Francisco is the crooked Lombard Street,
which runs down a very steep incline
and makes a turn every 10 meters;
we just had to give it a test ride. The
San Francisco Symphony is another
famous attraction and luckily they
gave a free concert in the park right
next to where we lived. Our American friends provided some gourmet
cheese and wine, which made the
experience even more pleasant.

RELAXING IN THE HILLTOP POOL AFTER A LONG DAY
OF WINE TASTING

California is renowned world over
for its wines, and some of the ﬁnest
are produced in Sonoma and Napa
Valley, located approximately one
hour north of San Francisco. Not

many San Franciscans can resist
this temptation, and nor could we.
Tomas, who did not have to drive
one of the days, could during visits
at twelve diﬀerent vineries taste over
50 diﬀerent vines. After having a
hard time ﬁnding accommodation
within our price range, we ended up
getting a 50% discount for a cottage
at a luxury ranch. Relaxing in the

”San Francisco
is a lively city
24 hours a
day...”
hilltop pool and Jacuzzi, watching
the sun set on the Californian
mountains we could not ask for
more.
A four-hour drive east from the
coast, on the boarder to Nevada,
lays the Sierra Mountains. The
peaks are up to 3 500 meters and
in the winter the area comes to
live with numerous ski resorts. We
made two weekend trips to Sierra
Nevada; during the ﬁrst we visited
Lake Tahoe.
The possibilities to do mountain
biking are almost endless in this
TRAINEE REPORT 53

TOMAS AND GUSTAV WITH THE FAMOUS HALF DOME
IN THE BACKDROP.

ABOVE: NEVADA FALLS, YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK.

VIEW FROM FLUME TRAIL, OVERLOOKING LAKE TAHOE.

BELOW: TOMAS, HIS CO-WORKER SRINI AND GUSTAV
IN YOSEMITE.
area, and there are numerous famous trails. We decided to go on
the Flume trail, which runs along
the mountains side on an altitude
of 2 600 meters. The view of the
surrounding mountains and Lake
Tahoe is amazing, and the exposed
trail on the steep mountains side
keeps the adrenalin ﬂowing. All the
exercise had made us exhausted and
we decided to head for a refreshing
swim in the beautifully clear water
in the Lake.
Yosemite National Park is a Unesco
world heritage, and was the destination for our second trip to Sierra
Nevada. The Yosemite Valley was
formed during the ice age and only
the most solid rocks withstood the
pressure from glaciers, making the
valley surrounded by vertical rocks
that are hundreds of meters high.
In company with Tomas’ co-workers Srini and Dan, we made a hike
up the mist trail to see the Vernal
and Nevada waterfalls. Hiking up
the mountains from the valley ﬂoor
oﬀers an experience of natures most
magniﬁcent views. After a very hot
day and a long hike, we cooled
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down in a waterfall pond before ending the day watching the sunset at
Glacier Point, which oﬀers a perfect
view of the spectacular rock Half
Dome.

”during the
summer we
have not had
any rain...”

Living in the Bay Area provides you
with a great deal of spare time activities, which is impossible to cover
during a summer. Moreover, just a
fraction of all our experiences are
described in this article. We would
like to thank Tomas’s co-workers
Dan and Srini for the work they
have put down in arranging some of
the trips that we made and for working as our personal guides in San
Francisco.
Fortunately the weather never
stands between you and your outdoor activities. During this summer
we have not had any rain and it is
highly unlikely that we will get any
before November here in California.

När du vill hyra något utöver det vanliga...
Mercedes - Chrysler - BMW
Göteborg +46-31-180100
Central Reservation Centre 020-340002
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Ludvig de Knoop
Cornell University

IN THE LAB AT CORNELL DOING MEASUREMENTS ON THE SIC MESFETS.

Gorgeous Ithaca!
THE ONE YEAR OF HARD WORK SELLING ADVERTISEMENTS HAD FINALLY PAID OFF WAS THE FIRST
THOUGHT THAT STRUCK ME WHEN I SAW THE NEW
YORK SKYLINE THROUGH THE WINDOW OF THE YELLOW
CAB THAT TOOK ME FROM THE AIRPORT TO MANHATTAN. THE FOURTEEN OF US FROM CETAC HAD A GOOD
TIME IN NEW YORK DURING THE DAYS WE STAYED
THERE. WE SAW A LOT OF THE MUST-SEE’S AND STROLLED A LOT OF STREETS.
Three days after arrival I left Manhattan on a Greyhound bus that
took me to the upstate New York
town of Ithaca, a small town of
around 30 thousand people where
the famous Cornell University is situated. I was to work at School of
Electrical and Computer EngineerLudvig de Knoop
Age
32
Majoring in
Engineering Physics
Best U.S. experience
Surﬁng early morning
after hurricane Charley
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ing at Cornell University.
The ﬁrst two weeks of my eight
weeks long internship I worked for
Professor Richard J. Shealy, where
I helped out in a project where a
new type of light-emitting diodes,
or LEDs, was to be packaged. The
rest of the time I worked in Professor Michael G. Spencer’s group. My
supervisor, Young-Chul Choi, was
from South Korea and was doing his
PhD at Cornell. After we had learned how to pronounce each other’s
names the language barrier was broken and I could start working.
My work in Professor Spencer’s
group was to characterize silicon
carbide metal semiconductor ﬁeld
eﬀect transistors, or SiC MESFETs
for short. SiC is a material that can

endure high eﬀects, temperatures
and frequencies. These transistors
are unique in that that they can deliver very high power at microwave
frequencies, and one potential future application area is cell phone
base stations.
More speciﬁcally I did DC and
small-signal measurements, i.e. I
ran some current and voltage through the MESFETs to see what
came out on the other side.

”...this summer
gave me a
lot of experience...”
With this, together with some parameter extraction, I could ﬁnd out
the resistances, capacitances, inductances and gain of the transistors, as
well as the cut-oﬀ frequencies and
maximum frequencies they could
hold. I also did some software simulations of the devices, and compared
these data with the ones previously
obtained. All in all, this summer
gave me a lot of experience in working with microelectronics.
You might wonder about the reason for the title of this story. Well,
due to the last ice age some 10 000

years ago a lot of gorges has formed
in the Ithaca area. For those of you
unfamiliar with the word, a ‘gorge’
is a deep ravine with a river running
through it, often with waterfalls.
The Cornell campus is located on
top of one of the three hills surrounding the center of Ithaca, and
through the campus runs two gorges. So apart from breath-taking
views wherever you look you have
waterfalls to swim and play in. Add
an old campus with buildings dated
to the middle of the 19th century
and you understand my choice of
words!
Across the street from the apartment I shared with Erika, the other
Swede at Cornell, and a ChineseKorean couple, there were two
buildings representing the two
main parts of Ithacan lifestyles: to
the left a vegan coﬀee shop called
”ABC Café” which mainly hosted
alternative people, and to the right
”The Chapter House”, a bar with
the biggest selection of beer I have
ever seen, with a more of a college
people kind of a crowd. Erika and
me enjoyed them both.
As a bonus of acquiring in depth
knowledge of SiC MESFETs
during my summer at Cornell I also
learned the American culture of up-

ABOVE: A TYPICAL ITHACAN SCENERY: STEEP HILLS, OLD BUILABOVE: DAYTONA BEACH. 7:30 AM. WHILE WATCHING THE SUN
DINGS AND NICE VIEWS. WE LIVED AT THE BOTTOM OF THIS ROAD.
RISE THIS PEACEFUL MORNING I FOUND IT HARD TO BELIEVE
THAT ONLY THE DAY BEFORE HURRICANE CHARLEY HAD TRASHED
BELOW: DINNER AT THE CONFERENCE, WITH SOME OF THE
THROUGH FLORIDA, BEFORE IT HEADED OUT AT SEA AGAIN.
PEOPLE IN PROFESSOR SPENCER’S GROUP. MY SUPERVISOR
BELOW: I HAD MANY GOOD TIMES IN THE WATERFALLS OF ITHACA. YOUNG-CHUL CHOI IN THE TOP LEFT CORNER AND PROFESSOR
SPECIALLY AFTER HEAVY RAINS, LIKE HERE.
SPENCER IN THE LOWER RIGHT CORNER.

state New York. I have been in the
US before; in Florida as an exchange
student, so I already knew about the
Floridian way of life, but since it’s
a big country the culture and ways
of people diﬀers, naturally. Anyway,
one special but truly American culture experience I had this summer
was attending a Native American ceremony called sweat lodge. A sweat
lodge is similar to a sauna in the way
it is a place with hot stones and hot
steam, even though it turned out to
be so much hotter than I ever had
experienced before. I was invited to
this ceremony by a Native American
from the Taino Jatibonicu tribe. He
explained the “reason” for the ceremony and in short you are supposed
to suﬀer a bit for those that suﬀer in
the world, and to get in touch with
the spirits. Pretty far from the world
of electrical engineering but an experience I would not want to have
missed getting.
My Ithaca stay ended in an exciting
way as Professor Spencer invited me
to join the three-day IEEE Lester
Eastman Conference on High Performance Devices, which took place
in Albany, the capital of New York

state. Professor Lester Eastman,
who is world famous in his ﬁeld and
whom this conference is named after, is actually one of the professors
at Electrical Engineering at Cornell!
The whole thing was to take place
after my ﬁnal day of work at Cornell, so the plans I had of traveling
parts of the US I gladly changed and
went with the group to Albany. At
the conference there were scientists
from universities and companies

”...the center of
the hurricane
passed us with
only a couple of
kilometers...”
that talked about high-speed devices, SiC devices, nanotechnology
and optoelectronics just to mention
a few topics. Apart from the knowledge gained I made friends from
the ﬁelds I will be working in after
ﬁnishing school.
After the conference in Albany I
took a ﬂight to Daytona Beach in
Florida to visit friends and the host

family I lived with when I was an
exchange student. Normally Florida
is a place of mellow beach life and
relaxing ways, however this time
this was certainty not the case! My
timing was impeccable; I was there
for a week and a half and the worst
hurricane ever, according to the
locals, struck Daytona Beach in
the end of my stay there. Its name
was Charley. Florida is used to hurricanes but usually the hurricanes
only get close to Daytona or hit somewhere else. So when people realized a serious hurricane actually was
going to pass through their town, a
mild panic mixed with excitement
covered their faces as discussions
took place of how to protect their
homes and properties the best way.
Me and my friends stayed inside listening to the winds while the center
of the hurricane passed us with only
a couple of kilometers, not realizing
how bad it was. The next day I woke
up really early to a morning that
smelled of chopped trees, and then
I saw the impact of Charley. Trees
had been torn up by their roots,
roofs littered the streets and it was
a calm and beautiful morning actually. I went to the beach and had

an amazing morning surﬁng with
uncrowded calm waves. As an extra
touch to this quite bizarre morning,
some dolphins came up really close.
The trip to the Sunshine State did
not quite turn out the way I had expected it to, but it was an adventure
worth to remember.
This little story has told you about
some of the things I did this summer in the US. Altogether, it was
a showcase of new and great experiences, and I’m very grateful to
everybody that gave me and shared
with me the good times I had!

Cornell University
Employees
20 000
Hosting Trainees
Every year since 1995
Business Area
Education and Research
www.ece.cornell.edu
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Vill du göra något roligt nästa år?
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Hesam Mortazavi
Zygo Industries, Inc.

ME AT THE TOP OF COUNCIL CREST PARK.

The Perfect Summer
MY ARRIVAL AT PDX, PORTLAND INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT, WAS NOT THE BEST. MY FLIGHT WAS APPROXIMATELY TWO HOURS DELAYED DUE TO AN OIL LEAKAGE, SO LAWRENCE H. WEISS, MY EMPLOYER WHO WAS
GOING TO PICK ME UP, HAD LEFT THE AIRPORT. BUT
IN THE DELAY THE FLIGHT WAS EARLY, WHICH MEANT
I COULD GRAB THE OPPURTUNITY TO TAKE A NAP AT
THE AIRPORT. AROUND ONE A.M. I FINALLY MET LARRY.
HE DROVE ME TO THE HOTEL WHERE I SPENT MY FIRST
NIGHT.
Portland is the city of Lois and
Clark, the two explorers who were
given the task to ﬁnd an all way waterroute to the Paciﬁc Ocean during
the 19th century. Portland is the
largest and most important city in
the state of Oregon. With a population of almost 2 million Portland
proved to be extremly charmy. The
city is located about 60 miles from
the Paciﬁc Ocean in the west and
Hesam Mortazavi
Age
22
Majoring in
Electrical Engineering
Best U.S. experience
The roadtrip with the guys.
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200 miles from Seattle in the north.
The Cascade Mountains run along
the east of the city. Mountains as
Mt. Hood, Mt. S:t Helens (an active volcano), Mt. Reiner and Mt.
Adams can all during a clear day be
seen from an excellent viewpoint,
called Council Crest. A beautiful
and poetic landscape. The Willamette river runs almost south to
north and separates west and east
Portland whilst the famous Columbia river runs east to west. Due to
these two rivers and the vast forests,
the city used to be a major hub for
ship traﬃc and lumbering during
the last century, but these industries
has lost much of their importance.
During the late 20th century the
high-tech companies instead started to play a major economical role.
With Intel as a major employer, Tectronics and Nike having their headquarters in Portland and numerous
business parks, Zygo located in one,

Portland is sometimes called Silicon
Forest. Downtown Portland is very
beautiful and not like other cities in
the USA with the same population.
Downtown is neat and clean, but at
the same time has everything you
need. Great restaurants, a french
quarter which looks very european,
a small chinatown with great chinese food and a lot of diﬀerent shops
suitable for everyone.
My home which the company had
arranged for me, was located in between Zygo and downtown, about
10-15 minutes by car away from
each. I rented the bottomﬂoor of
a villa from Helen Wu, a very nice
woman who herself once was an exchange student from China.

”...Portland is
very beatiful
and not like
other cities...”
Besides the apartment, the company also got me a cellphone and a car,
a very cool car, a 1983 Volkswagen
Vanagon with the text Zygo printed
on it. This car drew a lot of attention from people and they used to
honk their horns and yell things as,
“I love your car”. As a result of the
amazing nature, people here love
being outside on their freetime and
experience the beauties that’s oﬀe-

red. You can for example go sailing,
windsurﬁng, hiking, skiing in the
mountains or river rafting in one of
the many rivers nearby. If you are a
little bit less active you can always
go to one of the many parks and
just enjoy yourself with for instance
a book.
After having spent the ﬁrst night at
the hotel I was again picked up in
the morning by Larry, the owner of
Zygo Industries, Inc. This was the
day I got to see my location of work,
and my colleauges for the summer.
I met Akbar Tahayeri whom I had
been in touch with via phone and
email for months. Akbar has been
with Zygo for over 20 years and he
is the chief engineer of Zygo. He introduced me to everyone working at
Zygo and gave me an introduction
of the company and their products.
Zygo is among the leading companies in the world which provide
assistive technology for people with
communication diﬃculties. Their
products have helped a lot of people
getting on with their ordinary life.
They also have good relationship
and cooperation with the swedish
company GEWA, which is located
in Solna, Sweden, and operates in
the same ﬁeld. Since many of the
Zygo products use the RS232 serial
port, it is desirable to update these
products so that they can use the
USB standard. The company already had an existing design on the

THE ROSEPARADE EARLY IN THE MONTH OF JUNE.

MULTNOMAH WATERFALLS. AT 628 FEETS HIGH IT IS THE
SECOND HIGHEST, YEAR-ROUND WATERFALLS IN THE US.

THE BEAUTIFUL COLUMBIA RIVER.

solution, but the problem was that
the devices needed cd drivers, which
was undesirable.

Application Engineer, from Cypress which also had problems with
getting the programmer to work.
The solution though proved to be
simple, it was a switch, which no
one had detected. This tiny switch
was located on the power supply
adapter and enabled you to choose
between 220V and 110V, ironically
the switch was set on 220V and each
time it ruined every chip we had.
It now remained to acquire brand
new chips and program them accordingly. This was done and the prototype was attached to our RS232
mouse. Unfortunately the desired
results were not obtained and it was
time for me to leave Zygo and begin
my roadtrip together with the two
other CETAC members, Mohammad and Said.

only then you can have a balance in
life, if you are satisﬁed with your effort.

One thing I realised at Zygo was
the amount of time and the passion
which people had for their work,
and that projects not always carry
out as they are planned. Reality
with its sometimes simple problems
can halt a project for a while, but
then it is important to never stop
up, to always ﬁnd new paths and
alternatives, to always be active, it’s

Employees
~25

From here my work would begin.
My main task during the summer
was to ﬁnd a design which made
use of the built in Windows HID
(Human Interface Device) interface. This interface made it possible
for external devices to communicate
through the USB by introducing
themselves as HID devices. This
was very suitable for the mouse
which I had been given to work
with. I started to look at diﬀerent
chip vendors and go through their
products with the professional assistance of my supervisor Akbar.
There were a lot of diﬃculties to
ﬁnd a chip which enabled direct
conversion from RS232 to USB so
we decided to make use of an application note released by Cypress
Semiconductor. This application
note made use of a PS/2 in order to
make the USB conversion. Cypress
also had a source code in assembly
language. So the plan was to obtain
a few samples of the chip, sother
the proposed schematics and then
download the code into the cypress

part to ﬁnally try it on our mouse.
But here is where reality struck us
with its arrogant smile. We obtained the chips with no problems but
when it was time to program them
we had problems obtaining the development tools needed in order to
emulate the chip.

”...projects not
always carry
out as they are
planned...”
When we ﬁnally got the development kits after a lot of struggle and
time it turned out that we had been
delivered the wrong tools. This meant that we had to go through the
entire painstaking process again
with less than 2 weeks remaining.
Time for me was running out, so
Akbar decided to buy the program
burner and a bunch of chips to try
it that way. The burner was delivered after a few days and work could
begin. But instantly we were again
reminded of the harsh reality. The
programming tool didn’t work so
we had to call in the FAE, Field

My time in the USA was a great
experience. I would like to thank
all the people who made my trip
possible. Lawrence H. Weiss and
his family for showing such great
hospitality, Akbar Tahayeri for his
help and great advices. Bob Gately
for the great and interesting conversations we had, Eric Johnson for
always being helpful, Jasen, good
luck at Microsoft and thanks for the
good time. To all the other people at
Zygo Industries: a great thank you
for receiving me.
Zygo Industries, Inc.

Hosting Trainees
2004
Business Area
Augmentative Communication
Systems & Assistive Technology.
www.zygo-usa.com
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Radar Performance Measurement Applications and Instruments
Ranatec Instrument AB
utvecklar och exporterar
mätinstrument och
komponenter för radarapplikationer. Vi söker ständigt
efter duktiga medarbetare med
relevant kompetens och höga
ambitioner. Är du en stark
personlighet med bra
värderingar och rätt attityd?
Vill du utvecklas i ett företag,
där du har möjlighet att
påverka din framtid?

www.ranatec.se
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IN THE SUMMER OF 2004, FORMER PRESIDENT RONALD REAGAN PASSED AWAY. IN
HIS MEMORY, THE FLAGS HUNG HALFWAY
UP ALL OVER THE UNITED STATES, AT SOME
PLACES FOR MORE THAN TWO WEEKS.
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Simon Benjaminsson
Handel Information Technologies

An outdoor town with an outlaw past
“EVERY NOW AND THEN A MAN GETS SHOT AT THE
BUCKHORN BAR”, JESS ASKEY, CHIEF SOFTWARE ENGINEER AT HANDEL INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES, SAID
WHEN I FIRST ARRIVED TO WHERE I WAS GOING TO LIVE
IN LARAMIE, WYOMING.
Of course, my place in the alley behind the bar and the bar itself turned out to be friendly places with
only nice people.
Laramie, in the southeast corner
of Wyoming, has a population of
about 40,000. In the mid 19th century pioneers on wagon trains rolled
over the Oregon trails through Wyoming. Their destinations were the
gold in California or the rich land
in Oregon. To protect the wagon
trains from hostile Indians, soldiers
Simon Benjaminsson
Age
21
Majoring in
Engineering Physics
Best U.S. experience
Losing and then ﬁnding one of the
clubs between the 8th & 9th hole
in the Handel golf tournament.
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established forts along the trails. In
1866 the transcontinental railroad
was chosen a route through southern Wyoming. Laramie was built as
an end of the tracks town. As the
tracks came closer, tent houses and
cabins were built so that the town
was there when the ﬁrst train came
in, which happened in 1868. Laramie is promoted as “An outdoor
town with an outlaw past”, which
has its reasons. The ﬁrst elected
mayor resigned after three weeks because of the lawless pressure to bear.
After a couple of hangings the town
settled down to what it is today. The
trains are still very noticeable in
Laramie as they go through downtown all the time (and woke me up
a couple of times), carrying coal to
be reﬁned.
Arriving to this high altitude town
(2200 meters) and normally living
at sea level, the height diﬀerence
aﬀected me in unwanted ways.
During the ﬁrst week in Laramie, I
averaged a good 11 hours of sleep a

night. Coming back to sea level, the
ﬁrst couple of days it seemed as if I
needed no sleep at all. Whether this
was really a physical phenomena or
only me playing tricks on myself remains to be investigated.
The high plains around Laramie
once had a lot of herds of buﬀalo.
During the cold war it had a lot
of nuclear missiles. Nowadays it
mostly have the kind of wind and
solar power capabilities, as many
US states have, that would make
the Swedish energy commission go
totally nuts. But the coal and oil
industry in the US is powerful and
the environment thinking is not
exactly the same as Greenpeace’s, so
no change in the near future seems
possible. I was told that there were
projects involving renewable energy
source alternatives starting in the
90s, but then there was a change in
presidency.
Even though Wyoming is a strong
republican state, a majority of the
people in Laramie are democrats,
largely due to the fact that University of Wyoming is located here. The
general opinion is that it is pretty
hopeless being a democrat in Wyoming. Not only because the state is
so small with so little inﬂuence, but
mostly because of the american vo-

ting system. The republicans always
win, so there’s basically no point in
voting since your vote only has its
value in the state and is not nationally counted. “The US is not a true
democracy, it’s a republic”, as Rich
Miles, software engineer at Handel,
put it.
There were always things to do in
Laramie. Sometimes that meant
playing kickball without really knowing how to play it. Other times it
meant having the rules of american
football described for you at some
restaurant for two hours and still
not getting them. Rich Miles always introduced me as The Swede
instead of Simon, which made a lot
of people only knowing me by that
name.
One time every year it is legal to
have a beer on the streets of Laramie and there are live bands playing
in every corner. This is the Jubilee
Days, Laramie’s celebration of Wyoming with streetdancing, parade,
pancake breakfast and all sorts of
other events. Perhaps the most memorable was a red tent in the middle
of the street. On it was painted “The
Big Steer”. After paying a dollar to
get in you could see a bull, 6 feet tall
and 11 feet long, that would make
a Belgian Blue look like Bambi in

WORKING HARD ON THE BUSINESS LOGIC.

ME AND TWO OF THE EXCELLENT BARTENDERS AT 3RD STREET.

ON THE TOP OF MOUNTAIN BOW PEAK.
comparison.
Other things worth mentioning
are the beautiful landscape up at
Centenniel, a small town just at the
border to the mountains, and a demolition derby I went to, where cars
ran into each other until only one
was working. I also won a croquette
championship, so this year I am the
oﬃcial Laramie combat croquette
champion. The ‘combat’ part meant
that it was croquette where it was
legal to cheat as long as the judge
didn’t see it. Whether I was the best
croquette player or the best cheater
is left untold.
Handel IT was founded in 1997 by
Even Brande, president and CEO.
If Handel sounds like a Scandinavian word to the reader, it is because
Even Brande is originally from Oslo,
Norway. Going to Laramie for studies at the University of Wyoming,
he ended up staying.
Handel Information Technologies
is the company behind RiteTrack,
a system mainly designed for human services. RiteTrack organizes
and manages all the information in
organizations, handling cases and
clients. Anyone who has ever been

working in an organization as big
as government institutions can be
knows about the problems with paperwork, diﬃculties of information
sharing between diﬀerent parts and
bureaucracy that arises. RiteTrack
manages the organization, automating time consuming formal tasks,
removing paperwork and handles
communication and information
between diﬀerent parts of the organization.

”...having the
rules of american football
described to you
for two hours
and still not getting them...”
I came to work at Handel on their
next version, working name RiteTrack.NET, which is due to release
in 2005. In this version the platform
has been completely rebuilt, utilizing Microsoft’s latest technology
advance .NET and its components.
This transition will make the system
immensly ﬂexible and adaptable in

an easy way to just about any kind of
organization. It will also, with small
modiﬁcations, support any sort of
database an organization wishes to
use as well as being cross-platform.
and thus usable on machines ranging from the smallest pocket PC to
an old work station.
During the summer, coding in C#,
I created the business logic code just
above the database calls, handling
information gathering, storing and
connections to the database. This
included building database-independent code in the end capable of
not only supporting Microsoft SQL
servers, but also MySQL, Oracle
etc. I also did performance testing,
comparing the old way of direct
SQL calls and the new way with
using .NET and worked on a web
demo for the technology.
Over the past two years, Handel
has grown from a regional player to
a national player. With their next
version, I am sure they will be able
to become an international player as
well in the ﬁeld of information solutions for human services agencies.
Besides work, Handel IT also had
a lot of diﬀerent events. One that

has to be mentioned is the Handel yearly golf tournament, which
is probably one of the oddest golf
tournaments in the world. The rules
included using a glove at the ﬁrst
tee, using a baseball bat at another,
putting with the end of the club at
one hole and having to drink Aquavit if the ball got in the water.
Thanks to all the people at Handel
I haven’t mentioned, the people at
3rd Street and everyone else in Laramie and its surroundings. I had a
truly great summer and I hope to
see you all again. The only thing
that I’ve been told over and over
again by almost all the people I met
is that it is a shame I was not in Laramie during the football season.
Handel Information
Technologies
Employees
11
Hosting Trainees
2004
Business Area
Information management systems
www.handelit.com
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Chalmers University of Technology in Göteborg on the west coast of Sweden, was founded in 1829 and it is one of Sweden’s
foremost technology and engineering sciences universities. About 40 per cent of the country’s graduate engineers and architects
were educated here. The university’s annual turnover is SEK 2.2 billion (USD 290 million) (2003), two thirds of which is used
for doctoral programmes and research.

8000 students

Chalmers oﬀers undergraduate, graduate and post-graduate learning. The
university has 6000 students in its MscEng and MArch programmes (4,5
years of study) and another 2000 in BScEng, BSc and merchant marines
programmes (3 years of study), and doctoral programmes leading to a PhD
degree. There is also an extensive programme for continual professional
development learning.
There is 2500 faculty, technical and administrative staﬀ, and 1100 doctoral
students.
Important research projects are carried out in the main engineering sciences as
well as in technology-related mathematical and natural sciences. Chalmers has
a good international reputation and 14 international MSc programmes are run
in English, attracting students from around the world.

Research in world class

Chalmers is divided into eleven schools,
corresponding to the principal branches of
engineering science and architecture
Architecture
Chemical and biological Engineering
Computer Science and Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Environmental Science
Mathematical Sciences
Mechanical Engineering
Microtechnology and Nanoscience
Physics and Engineering Physics
Technology Management and Economics

Research at Chalmers ranges from mathematics and natural sciences through
to engineering, industrial sciences and community development. Some of the main areas are environmental sciences, micro- and
nanotechnology, information technology and bioscience. In some of these areas research is very strong and deﬁnitely world class.

Ties to industry

Since the start the university has close ties with the business community in west Sweden and beyond. Some twenty scientiﬁc centres
are run together with industry as well as six national centres of excellence.
Chalmers also specialises in managing and developing know-how. Working alongside diﬀerent organisations in its network it
can help companies and individuals nurture ideas from conception to realisation. Together with its partners, the university oﬀers
development potential for products, technology and people. The university’s assignment training and higher education courses are
designed to increase the knowledge of professionals, and tailor-made solutions are possible. One example is a global Automotive Safety
Engineering Course developed and delivered for General Motors’ engineers.
Chalmers has its own science park, Chalmers Science Park, where
knowledge and the innovative drive from business fuses with academic
expertise. The science park oﬀers space to science-intensive companies
for applied research and innovative product development in cooperation with Chalmers 60 university research departments.
The university also has a role as incubator - creating a tailored
environment where young companies with new ideas from Chalmers
research can grow into strong enterprises. The Chalmers Innovation
Centre is charged with promoting this particular area of operations and
several hundred spin-oﬀ companies have emanated from Chalmers.

www.chalmers.se
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Intelligens
Precision
Kraft

För mer information
– kontakta våra återförsäljare!

®

MOVIDRIVE

Flexibel frekvensomformare från SEW-Eurodrive.
Multiomformaren löser nästan alla drivproblem upp till 90 kW.
Mer information på: www.sew-eurodrive.se
SEW Eurodrive:s regionkontor:
Jönköping .....................036-34 42 00
Stockholm .....................08-449 86 80
Göteborg .....................031-709 68 80
Malmö .........................040-680 64 80
Skellefteå ....................0910-71 53 80

“don’t sell the skin
before the bear is shot”
VOLVO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGy. LET’S MAKE SURE.
Trots att det gamla svenska ordspråket kom till i en fullständigt analog
värld, har det något mycket relevant att berätta för oss som lever i den
digitala världen.
Budskapet är att ett problem inte är löst förrän lösningen verkligen
visat sig fungera i praktiken (och dessutom inte skapar ett nytt problem
någon annanstans). För att kunna nå ända dit, behövs en bred kunskap

om IT-teknologi, men också om den industriella processen i sig. Att vi
gjort Volvo till fordonsindustrins ledande användare av IT-teknik är ett
tecken på att vi har vad som krävs. Att vi nyss vann Compasspriset för
vår höga kvalitet och kostnadseffektivitet är ett annat.
Gå in på www.it.volvo.com så får du veta mer om oss och hur vi
ser på industriell IT.

VOLVO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FÖRSER VOLVOKONCERNEN, VOLVO PERSONVAGNAR OCH UTVALDA KUNDER MED
SPECIALISERAD KOMPETENS OCH KOSTNADSEFFEKTIVA LÖSNINGAR FÖR ALLA OMRÅDEN INOM INDUSTRIELL IT, INKLUSIVE
HÖGKVALITATIV DRIFT OCH INFRASTRUKTUR.
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Carl Jägersten
Rodale Electronics, Inc.

RUNNING ACCEPTANCE TESTS ON A RADAR SIMULATOR POD.

Five boroughs and a Long Island
AS I WAS SITTING IN A YELLOW CAB ON MY WAY TO MY
NEW HOME I DID NOT KNOW QUITE WHAT TO EXPECT. I
HAD LEFT MANHATTAN AND THE OTHER CETAC MEMBERS ABOUT 20 MINUTES AGO, AND EVERYTHING WAS
GOING AS PLANNED SO FAR. I SOON REALIZED THAT THE
CAB DRIVER WAS NOT AS FAMILIAR WITH THE QUEENS
AREA CALLED ASTORIA AS HE HAD MADE OUT TO BE
EARLIER, BUT LUCKILY I HAD BROUGHT MY PRINTED
OUT DIRECTIONS FROM THE INTERNET.
As I was contemplating whether it
was reasonable or not that I should
bear the cost of our detours, I realized that we had already arrived at
the destination.
Carl Jägersten
Age
24
Majoring in
Engineering Physics
Best U.S. Experience
Living in New York City
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My new roommate and landlord
Carlos and his rottweiler Buddy was
standing in the doorway waiting for
me. Any worries I might have had
ﬁnding housing through the internet was blown away as Carlos turned out to be a great guy. 15 minutes after I walked through the door,
I was sitting down with a hamburger in my right hand and a Bud in
my left watching the evening’s Yankees game.
The morning after I was making
my way through New York’s morning traﬃc on the Long Island Expressway for my ﬁrst day of work at
Rodale Electronics Inc. Rodale is
situated in Hauppauge, which lies

more or less in the middle of the
longer than expected island. This
made it about a 75 min drive in
each direction depending on traﬃc
and other factors such as the occasional truck getting stuck under
the parkway overpasses. I however,
considered this to be a well worth
price to pay in order to live closer
to the city.
When I arrived at the company I
was greeted by the Senior Staﬀ Engineer Donald Ellison who showed
me around the facilities and introduced me to my co-workers.

”15 minutes
after I walked
through the
door I was sitting down with
a hamburger in
my right hand
and a Bud
in my left...”

Rodale was formed in 1959 and has
for more than 25 years designed and
manufactured a wide range of specialized electronic and microwave
products. Despite the company’s
quite modest size (~20 employees),
it has managed to maintain a high
level of know-how and expertise
within its ﬁeld.
My ﬁrst assignment was to work
with the so called MiniPingers.
During military training, torpedoes
are test ﬁred but are not set to explode. Instead they eventually sink
to the bottom and become the subject of search and recover missions.
The MiniPinger is a beacon that is
attached to the torpedo which, activated by the contact with water,
gives out a sinusoidal pulse at a regular interval allowing the torpedo
to be found. Due to the sensitivity
of certain production steps (namely
the transducer bonding), all units
initially get fairly individual electrical properties and this has to be
adjusted for, in order to provide a
consistent set of units in the end.
Also, each unit must pass a series of
environmental testing such as pressure and temperature testing. After

WORKING ON RODALE’S VIBRATION TEST SYSTEM.

HEADING HOME FROM WORK. THE NORTHERN STATE OR THE
L.I. EXPRESSWAY?
a couple of weeks we were able to
ship all 50 units ordered.
I had the opportunity to work and
gain experience on a lot of diﬀerent
assignments during my stay, but one
project in particular came to dominate the summer. And as it turned
out, this project was in a sense a
little closer to home than expected.
Rodale was manufacturing DARTS
Radar Simulator Pods for SAAB
Nyge Aero on request by the Swedish Military. The pod is mounted
under an aircraft and is capable of
sending out high power (>100 000
W) RF radiation with diﬀerent pulse lengths and repetition frequencies
(and types). It can simulate various
types of radar sources, for instance
a missile that’s locked on target or a
circular sweeping radar.
Rodale has vast previous experience from designing and manufacturing both radar simulators
and jammers. This time however
the design was not Rodale’s, and
before you can test if something is
working properly, you have to ﬁ-

gure out exactly how it is suppose
to work. As the diﬀerent parts came
in from the subcontractors we put
them together and made sure that
everything functioned according to
speciﬁcation. I also got the opportunity to join the Vice-President
of Engineering Vince Maida on a
trip to Communications & Power
Industries Inc. in Boston, where we
were introduced to and able to test
the power modulator and the magnetron that was going to be a part of
the simulator assembly. Later, for a
week in early August, simulator
pod customer representatives

”...it was a privilege to be around such great
co-workers and
competent
engineers...”
visited Rodale to witness the acceptance testing of the ﬁrst pod. For a
few days, we tested the pod under

NEVER TELL THE CAPTAIN OF A DIVE BOAT THAT YOU’RE
FROM SWEDEN. HE MIGHT JUST BRING HIS ”SWEDISH HAT”.
diﬀerent operational modes and
veriﬁed that everything functioned
according to speciﬁcation. It was a
fun and educating week, and the
Swedes seemed more than pleased
when they returned to our mutual
home country.
The summer at Rodale Electronics
was fantastic, and it was a privilege
to be around such great co-workers
and competent engineers. I am truly
grateful to all of them.
When you work from eight to ﬁve
and commute 2+ hours a day, you
really try to make the most of your
weekends. Luckily I had not only
great roommates who together with
their friends made sure that I had a
good stay in the city, but also Swedish trainees in NYC as well as New
York State. Thank you everyone for
a fantastic time. Midsummer’s in
Ithaca with herring and Swedish
meatballs from IKEA. Scuba diving in the waters south of Brooklyn. Searching for the car outside
the Palisades Mall. The Hives in
Boston. White water rafting in the

Adirondacks. Misreading a drawing
and touching the 110V 400Hz line.
Forth of July in Pennsylvania. Getting a ﬂat tire without a spare on the
way to the Hamptons. Snorkeling
in the British Virgin Islands. The
never ending line at the DMV. The
Mets game. The Polar Bears in Central Park. Eating strange Mexican
food with Anahi. River rafting on
the Hudson. Jambalaya at Dougan’s
house. Riding the Nitro at Six Flags.
Getting tanned at Jones Beach. It
has truly been a summer I will never
ever forget…

Rodale Electronics, Inc.
Employees
~20
Hosting Trainees
2003, 2004
Business Area
Specialized electronic and
microwave products
www.rodaleelectronics.com
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Sailing in the

After a hard-working summer, some of us decided
to ﬂy down to Tortola, an island in the British
Virgin Islands, for some vacation. Here we spent
a wonderful week on one of two sailing boats that
the USA committee had rented. We sailed between
the islands, snorkled and just existed. No obligations, no deadlines. To see to it that we really did
not work unnecessarily, we hired skippers.
Columbus came to the British Virgin Islands on
his second journey to the New World in 1493.
Shortly thereafter, because of its complex reef systems, hidden coves and shallow waters, it became
a popular hangout for pirates. During the 17th
century, the British developed a proﬁtable sugar
industry on the islands. With the abolishments of
slavery in 1838, many European settlers returned
home, making the islands very quiet. So things remaines until the 1960s, when the tourism industry
came alive.
The islands still remain a quiet destianation, not
over developed and spoiled like many places on
the U.S. Virgin Islands often are considered. No
buildings have more stories than two, because
structures built may not be higher than the islands’
tallest palm tree.

A 400 YEAR OLD
RUM DISTILLERY

Evaluating the British Virgin Islands, you easily
come to the conclusion that it might just be
paradise.

British Virgin Islands
Population 19,000
Currency U.S. Dollar
Anegada
Capital Road Town, Tortola
Nationality British DepenVirgin
dent Territory
Gorda
Tortola
Location Northeastern part
of the Greater Antilles, with
Puerto Rico about 80 km to the west.
Hurricane season August - October

ANEGADA’S HIGHEST POINT
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LOBSTER FOR DINNER

It’s what’s

Johnson Controls Sweden AB, Göteborg: + 46 31 64 90 00

inside that counts.

Motoring was yesterday – mobility and more is today.
We know that what you want to get out of the interior
of your car has taken a decisive turn. The answer to your
newfound needs? Integrated interior solutions from
Johnson Controls. As one of the world’s leading partners
to the automotive industry, we devise and produce smart
innovations that give you greater comfort, safety and
functional performance. Plus, of course, a whole lot of fun.

TECHNOLOGY THAT

touches PEOPLE

Praktisera i USA nästa sommar!
Varje vår antas en ny styrelse och nya medlemmar till CETAC. Är Du intresserad av en erfarenhet och upplevelse för livet? Håll då utkik efter anslag om
antagning till CETAC 2006!
Medlemskap
För att bli medlem i CETAC skall du studera på D,
E, F eller IT, samt vara svensk medborgare eller ha permanent uppehållstillstånd i norden. Vid
ansökningstillfället måste du även uppnått minst 50
poäng på din utbildning, och under det kommande
året uppnå sådana studieresultat att du är studiemedelsberättigad. CETAC är föreningen för dig som är
motiverad och beredd att lägga ned tid och engagemang för att få ut något extra av din studietid.

Tag gärna kontakt med oss om du har
några frågor!

Att vara medlem i CETAC
Medlemsskapet i CETAC bygger på såväl personliga arbetsinsatser som arbete i grupp mot ett
gemensamt mål. För att kunna ﬁnansiera resan till
USA och andra omkostnader, måste varje medlem
sälja ett visst antal annonsplatser till Trainee Report. Annonsförsäljningen inleds på hösten med en
resa til Stockholm. Under denna besöks intressanta
företag där du får presentera både dig och CETAC.
CETAC har ett brett kontaktnät med företag, vilket
medlemmarna kan utgå ifrån under annonsförsäljningen. Under hösten anordnas även en säljkurs och
en CV-kurs för CETACs medlemmar.

http://www.etek.chalmers.se/etsekt/CETAC
cetac@etek.chalmers.se
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The American-Scandinavian Foundation
THE AMERICAN-SCANDINAVIAN FOUNDATION (ASF) is a publicly supported,
nonproﬁt organization that promotes
international understanding through
educational and cultural exchange
between the United States and the
Nordic countries. Since its start in
925, ASF’s training program has enabled over 5000 Swedish students and
young professionals to gain international experience in their professional
ﬁelds. The Foundation ﬁrst welcomed
the members of CETAC as ASF program participants in 980.
CETAC AND ITS SISTER ORGANIZATION USAK OUTSIDE
Any student coming to the U.S. to
SCANDINAVIA HOUSE, NEW YORK.
train must have visa sponsorship to
enter the country. ASF has been designated by the U.S. Government as an Exchange Visitor (J visa) Program and is able to sponsor Scandinavians for on-the-job training. As their visa sponsor, ASF issues the
U.S. Government documents that make it possible for CETAC members to come to the U.S. to train and
receive income.
One sure way that ASF determines the success of this training exchange program is by the commentary
provided by the participants. The evaluations from both the students and their host trainers are consistently
positive and enthusiastic. As an example:
Mr. Kurt Culbertson at Mack Trucks Inc. said, “This is my ﬁrst experience using a summer intern. I was
somewhat apprehensive, feeling that the eﬀort and training time would be greater than the beneﬁt. As it
turned out, the eﬀort was minimal and the beneﬁts in tasks performed and the rewards of seeing a student
grow in real world experience and cultural understanding clearly oﬀset the eﬀort on our part.”
Trainee Mohammad Najjar Saleki provided his perspective on his training at Mack Trucks, Inc.: “I got a
good sense of the American way of doing business and of applying theory in practice. I would deﬁnitely
recommend the ﬁrm to other trainees: Great management and friendly people; you learn a lot.”
The Foundation is proud to sponsor these Chalmers students who have demonstrated great motivation and
professionalism.
ASF would like to express its appreciation to the American companies that have hosted the CETAC trainees
and to Mr. Karl Andrén, Chairman and CEO of New York Cruise Lines, Inc., who generously donated
tickets for a Circle Line cruise around Manhattan.
We at The American-Scandinavian Foundation wish the students of CETAC 2004 continued success in
their studies and careers.
Jean Prahl
Director of Training
The American-Scandinavian Foundation

The Stockholm Tour ’04
EVERY FALL, THE CETAC YEAR KICKS OFF
WITH A TRIP TO SWEDEN’S CAPITAL, STOCKHOLM. THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE
NEW CETAC MEMBERS NOT ONLY TO GET
A HEAD START WITH THEIR WORK MAKING
CONTACTS WITH COMPANIES INTERESTED IN SUPPORTING CETAC, BUT ALSO A
CHANCE TO GET TO KNOW EACH OTHER BY
WORKING AS A TEAM.
By Carl Lundström
Before we arrived in Stockholm,
however, we payed a visit to ABB in
Västerås, where we were recieved by
ABB’s student contact Reijo Palola.
After a short presentation of ABB and
its business, we were treated to a nice
lunch, which was very appreciated,
as we had been on
the road since 6
AM. During the
lunch, the CETAC
members got to
meet and chat with
former Chalmers
students, who
were now working
at ABB. It is very
rewarding for studentents like us to meet someone
who has gone through what you currently are going through, and to see
that they are able to put their knowledge gained at Chalmers to good use
in the industry.

called Arosfortet. The members were
divided into teams, and the rules were
explained. Each team were to gather
points by entering diﬀerent ”cells”,
and solve a problem. A team-building
experince , but also very much fun, it
was highly appreciated by all CETAC
members.
The visit was
concluded with a
lighter meal at a
lakeside restaurant,
where Reijo also
gave us a sample of
his country-music
singing skills! A very
nice day, for which
we are very thankful
to Reijo and ABB.
But the day was not over until we
had checked in at our accomodation
in Bredäng, just south of Stockholm
City.

”A team-building
experience, but
also very much
fun, it was highly
appreciated by
all members”

The lunch was followed by a visit to
one of ABB’s robotics plants, where
we got to see ABB’s famous robots in
action. But the visit did not end there, instead Reijo took us to a place

The following day, the CETAC
members began the work of visiting
companies in the Stockholm area
that were potentially interested in
supporting CETAC. To their aid, the
members had not only our ﬁne rental
cars from Sixt, but also the CETAC

database, containing experiences and
advice from past years.
The members had been divided into
groups, covering diﬀerent parts of
Stockholm. Previous to their arrival,
the groups had made appointments
with interested companies, but as it
would turn out, a chance visit could
also pay oﬀ! Working as a salesman
can sometimes be arduous work, but
it is of course highly satisfying when
you do succeed. During the Stockholm trip, as well as during the rest
of the CETAC year, the members
gain valuable experiances making
business contacts and marketing
themselves and their Chalmers
education.

A BRIEF PAUSE FOR TWO CETAC MEMBERS DURING THE HARD WORK OF
SELLING ADS TO STOCKHOLM COMPANIES.

Meanwhile, the board remained in
Bredäng, sorting out practical matters and making plans for the future.
As the groups started to return, the
results of their eﬀorts were summarized. The day had been a very
succesful one! When everyone had
returned we were all very hungry, so

A SNAPSHOT OF THE STOCKHOLMIAN NIGHTLIFE.

AN ABB INDUSTRIAL ROBOT.
we went downtown for a nice meal
at an italian restaurant.
The third day of the Stockholm trip
began in the same fashion as the previous. This time, however, the members entered the Stockholm business
world with a bit more experience
and conﬁdence. The success of the
day before had made them realize
that selling ads were not impossible
at all, in no small part because it was

HAPPY CETAC MEMBERS...
Pictures by Daniel Roth

excellent opportunity for the companies to reach out to future engineers
and academics - potential employees
as well as potential clients.
Inspired by their own success, the
members began realizing that our
common goal of going to the United
States for industry-internship was
not that far away as we had previously thought.
It was apparent when the groups
started to return, that this day had
been successful also. The board on
their hand, had used their collective
cooking-skills to prepare a nice
tex-mex style buﬀet, which we all
enjoyed. The mood was at its peak,
we were all full of tex-mex as well
as relief and happiness that the trip
had been such a tremendous success.
This called for a celebration! Said
and done, we headed for the subway

...MAKES A HAPPY TREASURER...

and went downtown. The night was
spent at a club called ”Grodan”.
Tasty drinks, great music - a good
time was had by all. But it was about
to get even better! After certain CETAC members had showed oﬀ their
dancing skills, it was clear that CETAC had taken over the danceﬂoor
completely! In the end it was a

”...it was an excellent opportunity for the companies to reach
out to future
engineers and
academics...”
great day followed by a great night!

...A PLEASED CHAIRMAN...

The following morning, it was a
gang of tired but happy CETAC
members that checked out and
began the journey back to Gothenburg.
The purpose of the Stockholm tour
is twofold. Not only is it a kick-oﬀ
of the advertisement-sales, but
equally important is for the members to gain experience in making
contacts with companies, and to get
to know each other by both working
as well as having fun together. It is
safe to say that this was accomplished in the best possible fashion. In
fact, it went better than anyone of us
had hoped for! Our goal of reaching
the United States is now a lot closer!
A big Thank You to all supporting
companies, Sixt Rent-A-Car, Reijo
at ABB and to all CETAC members!

...AND A RELIEVED EDITOR!
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The Chairman is speaking...
Despite the impression you might get when you
open this catalogue, the journey of CETAC 2004
did not actually start with the mutual trip to New
York in early June of this last summer. That was
merely when we reached the goal we had all been
working so hard for. The journey itself began in the
spring of 2003, and there was a long way to go before we could be on our way to our trainee positions
in the US.
From an organizational point of view, a CETAC
year is quite a complex enterprise with many dependences. Getting everything to fall in place has been
an exciting and challenging task for all of us. It has
not always been easy, but having met previous members of CETAC, we had no doubts that it was going
to be worth it. This is also one of the organizational
points with CETAC: The dedication required ensures the motivation of our trainees. This motivation
along with the high standard of the education at
Chalmers enables us to keep a high level on the trainee positions acquired. This fundamental concept

is what I believe has rendered CETAC so successful
since the birth of the organization in 1968.
What does CETAC then mean to the individual
member? That, after all, is what is most important.
I believe that it is more than the skills acquired by
working as a trainee at a high tech company in the
US. It is also the mutual eﬀort of the members of
working towards this long term goal of acquiring
qualiﬁed international work experience. The self
discipline it takes of doing this in parallel with ones
studies. The personal development gained along
the way. The cultural exchange of living in another
country. The satisfaction of feeling that it was all
worth it. And maybe the advantages that may come
in the future as a result of it. There are probably
as many answers as there have been members of
CETAC, but we all have one thing in common: We
caught the opportunity, and got an experience of a
lifetime.
Each and every member of CETAC 2004 has done
an extraordinary job during this past year and a half,
and it has been a pleasure to partake in this journey
with you. However, none of this would have been
possible without the dedication of the American
Scandinavian Foundation, the professionalism of
our host companies in the US or the support of
our Swedish advertisers. Thank you, all of you, for
making CETAC 2004 possible.
It has been a joy and a privilege.

Carl Jägersten
Chairman, CETAC 2004

